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Pentagon Claims Russians ‘Likely to Want to Fabricate’Attack by Ukraine to Justify Invasion 
By - Morgan Artyukhina

After months of claiming a Russian invasion of Ukraine was "imminent," the Biden 
administration on Wednesday said it would stop using the term because it "sends a message 
that we weren’t intending to send," according to spokesperson Jen Psaki.
“We do have information that the Russians are likely to want to fabricate a pretext for an 
invasion - which again, is right out of their playbook,” US Secretary of Defense spokesperson 
John Kirby told reporters on Thursday afternoon. The Washington Post newspaper had claimed 
earlier in the day that the White House planned to accuse Russia of intending to stage a false 
flag attack in Ukraine to create a justification for invading the country.
“One option, the Russian government we think, is planning to stage a fake attack by Ukrainian 
military or intelligence forces against Russian sovereign territory or against Russian-speaking 
people, to therefore justify their action," he said.
“As part of this fake attack, we believe that Russia would produce a very graphic propaganda 
video, which would include corpses and actors that would be depicting mourners, and images of 
destroyed locations as well as military equipment at the hands of Ukraine or the West - even to 
the point where some of this equipment would be made to look like it was 
Western-supplied-to-Ukraine equipment," the Pentagon spokesperson claimed.
Kirby could not confirm a reporter’s question about if Russian President Vladimir Putin knew 
about or had approved of the plan, and would only state that “Our experience is [that] very little 
of this nature is not approved at the highest levels of the Russian government.”
Kirby also refused to confirm or deny that US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin and Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley were discussing the intelligence with congressional 
lawmakers in classified meetings about the region scheduled for today.
In response, Russian Permanent Representative to the EU Vladimir Chizhov said in a statement 
on Thursday that Russia has "never" done such things and he condemned Washington for 
claiming otherwise.
The accusation follows previous claims by the Biden administration of plans by Russian 
operatives to carry out sabotage operations or other false flag attacks in Ukraine, including 
alleged plans to orchestrate unrest that would topple the US-backed government in Kiev.
The US has claimed since November 2021 that Russia is amassing an invasion force on its 
western border to prepare for an attack on Ukraine, which has grown increasingly hostile toward 
Moscow since the US-backed coup in 2014 that brought a right-wing nationalist government to 
power. However, Moscow has denied any plans for an attack and says its forces are engaged in 
drills on sovereign Russian territory.
A similar situation unfolded in the spring of 2021, which ended uneventfully after Russian troops 
finished their drills.
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Indeed, Ukrainian leaders have also said the Russian force near the border is insufficient to 
form an invasion force and that such deployments by Moscow are both typical and legal. On 
Wednesday, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmitry Kuleba said Kiev was "ready to negotiate with 
Russia in any format to look for a diplomatic solution to a military conflict between our countries 
that has lasted for eight years already."
Last week, Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiv Reznikov accused the West of whipping up 
hysteria about a Russian invasion that isn't going to happen because “panic and fear is the most 
clickable." Nonetheless, Kiev has moved its own forces close to the border with Russia and the 
buffer zone near the autonomous rebel cities in the Donbas region, a Russian-majority region 
where rebels revolted in 2014 following an attempt by Kiev to remove Russian as a national 
language in the country.
Russia has also exchanged several written proposals about longer-term security guarantees 
with the US and NATO, including that NATO agree not to expand further eastward or to admit 
Ukraine as a member, and that it agree not to position offensive weapons in Ukraine or 
intermediate-range missiles in nearby countries.
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Watch: State Dept Spox Tells AP Journo to ‘Find Solace’ in Russia if Doubting US Credibility 
By - Morgan Artyukhina

During a press briefing on Thursday, reporters who challenged US State Department 
spokesperson Ned Price for evidence of claims he was making against the Russian government 
were given stern rebuke for questioning Washington’s credibility.
The US claimed on Thursday that Russia was “planning to stage fabricated attacks by Ukrainian 
military or intelligence forces as a pretext for a further invasion of Ukraine,” Price told reporters. 
The Pentagon made similar claims, after the reports were leaked to the Washington Postearlier 
in the day.
As Price relayed it, “One possible option the Russians are considering, and which we made 
public today, involves the production of a propaganda video, a video with graphic scenes of 
false explosions, depicting corpses, crisis actors pretending to be mourners, and images of 
destroyed locations or military equipment - entirely fabricated by Russian intelligence.”
“Russia has signaled it is willing to continue diplomatic talks as a means to deescalate, but 
actions such as these suggest otherwise,” Price added.
Russian Permanent Representative to the EU Vladimir Chizhov has denied the reports, saying 
Russia has never used false flag incidents.
However, after Price’s opening monologue, he was quickly grilled by reporters at the presser, 
including Associated Press reporter Matt Lee, who is known for holding government 
representatives’ feet to the fire.
Lee began by asking Price about “what action are you talking about,” with Price eventually 
claiming that he was really talking about “actions” Russia is alleged to have performed in the
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past, even though Lee pointed out Price’s wording suggested an action in the present, for which 
the US had evidence.
"We told you a few weeks ago that we have information indicating Russia also has already 
prepositioned a group of operatives to conduct a false flag operation in eastern Ukraine. So that, 
Matt, to your question, is an action that Russia has already taken,” Price told the reporter.
"No, it’s an action that you say they have taken, but you have shown no evidence to confirm 
that,” Lee retorted. "What is the evidence -1 mean, crisis actors, really? This is, like, Alex Jones 
territory here that we're getting into now. What evidence do you have to support the idea that 
there is some propaganda film in the making.”
"Matt, this is derived from information known to the US government. Intelligence information that 
we have declassified,” Price responded before being momentarily interrupted by Lee’s line of 
questioning. “It is intelligence information that we have declassified.”
Unsatisfied with the response, Lee questioned: “Well, where is it? Where is the declassified 
information?"
This back-and-forth continued for several minutes, with both men becoming increasingly 
frustrated and pointed with one another.
“I’m sorry that you are doubting the information that is in possession of the US government,” 
Price told Lee. “What I’m telling you is that this is information that’s available to us, we are 
making it available to you for a couple of reasons. One is to attempt to deter the Russians from 
attempting to go ahead with this activity. Two, in the event that we’re not able to do that, in the 
event that the Russians do go ahead with this - to make it clear as day, to lay bare the fact that 
this has always been an attempt on the part of the Russian Federation to fabricate a pretext.” 
Lee quickly fired back, stressing to Price that he was providing no evidence to support the 
administration’s allegations.
"It’s like you’re saying, we think we have information the Russians may do this, but you won’t tell 
us what the information is and then when you’re asked what the information is, you say, ‘I just 
gave it to you.’ But that’s not the way it works,” he said, before shooting down another baseless 
explanation made by Price.
"But then it's unprovable! I mean, my God, what is the evidence that you have that suggests that 
the Russians are even planning this? I mean, I'm not saying that they’re not, but you just come 
out and say this and expect us just to believe it without you showing a shred of evidence that it’s 
actually true, other than when I ask, or when anyone else asks, what’s the information, ‘well I 
just gave it to you,’ which was just you making a statement.”
“Matt, you said yourself you’ve been in this business for quite a long time. You know that when 
we make intelligence information public, we do so in a way that protects sensitive sources and 
methods. You also know that we do so, we declassify information only when we’re confident in 
that information. If you doubt the credibility of the US government, of the British government, of 
other governments and want to find solace in information that the Russians are putting out, that 
is for you to do.”
Price then moved on to other reporters’ questions, who also challenged him for evidence, but 
were more willing to accept Price's response.
However, journalists who watched the exchange took to social media to speak out against 
Price's "bad faith” remark, pointing out that there was ample reason to question US government
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claims supposedly based on intelligence, such as those leading up to the 2003 US invasion of 
Iraq.
Ironically, four years ago on November 27, 2018, Price condemned the Trump administration’s 
press secretary, Sarah Huckabee Sanders, for doing the same thing when she said that the 
administration had no “definitive evidence” that Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
was connected to the assassination of Saudi dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
The US has claimed since November 2021 that a buildup of Russian troops on the border with 
Ukraine is a prelude to an invasion of the country. Moscow has denied this, saying its troops are 
engaged in drills and asserting its right to deploy Russian soldiers anywhere on sovereign 
Russian soil. The Ukrainian government has said largely the same, downplaying Western 
invasion hysteria by pointing out that such deployments are typical and legal, and that the 
Russian troops deployed could not form an invasion force.
Moscow has put forth security proposals designed to lower tensions in the region, including that 
NATO cease its eastern expansion and promise not to admit Ukraine to the alliance or position 
offensive weapons there. While NATO has said it has no plans to station missiles or other forces 
in Ukraine, it has so far refused to write off the possibility of admitting Ukraine, saying Kiev can 
decide its own security arrangements
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US Air Force Says Will Finally Fix Lightning Strike Problem That Grounded F-35s During Storms 
By - Morgan Artyukhina

The Pentagon’s most advanced fighter jet, the Lockheed Martin F-35, has been banned for 
years from flying close to thunderstorms - just one of many design flaws for which the futuristic 
and hugely expensive aircraft has been lambasted.
In a highly ironic twist of fate, the F-35 Lightning II aircraft has been banned since early 2020 
from flying within 25 miles of a thunderstorm due to fears that a lightning strike could damage a 
key safety feature on the jet. However, the Pentagon says that it’s found the solution and will 
begin fixing the jets this year, although the ban will remain in place until 2025.
The problem isn’t that the jet’s Onboard Inert Gas Generation System (OBIGGS), a system that 
injects nitrogen into the fuel tanks to keep them from exploding - like, say, when the airplane is 
hit by lightning - doesn’t work, but that being hit by lightning causes a lot of damage to the 
system itself. The Pentagon first noticed the problem in 2009, well before the first F-35As 
entered service, but two redesigns later and OBIGGS is still plagued by the vulnerability. 
According to maker Lockheed Martin, the problem is occurring after the jets leave the factory, 
although the company has worked with the Pentagon to find a fix.
“The root cause for the nitrogen tube failures is still under investigation,” Laura Seal, a 
spokesperson for the Pentagon’s Joint Program Office that manages the F-35, told Air Force 
Times on Thursday.
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“That said, the F-35 Joint Program Office and Lockheed Martin worked aggressively to develop 
and deploy an engineering fix that eliminates the problem, even as we continue to investigate 
the root cause of damage in the original OBIGGS configuration,” Seal added.
However, according to Seal, the “fix” won’t actually get rid of the problem, just minimize it by 
alerting the pilot “whenever the performance of OBIGGS is detected to be degraded.”
According to Air Force Times, documents obtained by the outlet last month revealed that an 
F-35A flying out of Nevada’s Nellis Air Force Base was struck by lightning in spite of the flight 
ban on August 3 of last year, which damaged the jet’s canopy and body panels. It caused 
between $600,000 and $2.5 million in damage to the aircraft, which can cost up to $78 million 
each - although older aircraft were almost twice as expensive.
The F-35’s vulnerability to lightning is just one of a myriad of design flaws that have plagued the 
aircraft over the years, making its failings the butt of many jokes. Other problems include an 
internal weapons bay that is too small to carry most of the weapons it was supposed to; some 
models being unable to flv at supersonic speeds for long periods lest their tails be damaged by 
vibrations; and most recently, the iron-based stealth paint seems to be rusting in the salty sea 
spray on the US Navy’s version of the jet.
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Erdogan Offers Peace Mediation to Russia, Ukraine During Kiev Visit to Finalize Drone Deal 
By - Morgan Artyukhina

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has offered to mediate between Kiev and Moscow, 
who have been at odds since a US-backed coup in Kiev brought a right-wing Ukrainian 
nationalist government to power in 2014. The offer came while he was in Kiev to finalize a trade 
deal that includes sales of Turkish combat drones.
“I have stressed that we would be happy to host a summit meeting at a leadership level or 
technical level talks,” Erdogan told reporters at a Thursday presser following his meeting with 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy in Kiev. “Instead of fueling the fire, we act with the 
logical aim of reducing the tensions.”
"I want to reiterate that we continue to support the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine, 
including Crimea," he added. The Russian-speaking peninsula declared independence from 
Ukraine in 2014 after Kiev attempted to ram through a bill that would eliminate the Russian 
language as a national language of Ukraine. Following the results of a referendum, Crimea then 
acceded to the Russian Federation. NATO powers like Turkey don’t recognize the results of the 
referendum as democratic.
Erdogan said his government views the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) Ukraine Special Monitoring Mission in Donbas as important and that he “sincerely 
believe[s]” the Minsk Protocol can end the conflict peacefully. The Russian-speaking region split 
from Kiev at the same time as Crimea, but did not join Russia, and has remained in rebellion 
since. More than 13,000 people have died in the eight-year-long conflict, which Ukraine has 
accused Moscow of secretly supporting.
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More recently, NATO has accused Russia of preparing an invasion force on Ukraine’s borders, 
although both Moscow and Kiev have said that the troops deployed in western Russia are there 
legally and are not sufficient to constitute a strike group. The US has used the crisis to funnel 
hundreds of millions of dollars in weapons to Ukraine, including anti-tank missiles, and has 
prepared a rapid deployment force of 8,500 troops in case the situation escalates, although the 
Biden administration has said the troops won’t be sent to Ukraine itself.
On Thursday, the White House accused Moscow of planning to stage a false flag attack in 
Ukraine as an excuse for intervention, although it has furnished no proof to support the claim 
and Moscow has denied that it uses such tactics.
In a way, Erdogan’s offer is almost a reciprocation of Moscow’s hosting of peace talks on behalf 
of the Syrian government between Iran and Turkey in the Russian city of Sochi. Several times, 
interventions by Russian President Vladimir Putin possibly helped avert an all-out war in Syria 
between the Syrian government and its Russian and Iranian allies on the one side, and Turkey 
on the other, who has intervened in large parts of northern Syria in support of Islamist terrorist 
rebel groups.
According to Turkey’s Anadolu Agency, the two Black Sea nations signed a free trade 
agreement intended to help boost bilateral trade to $10 billion a year from its present volume of 
$7.4 billion.
Zelenskyy said that the two had signed a new defense agreement that would expand the 
production of Turkish drones like the BayraktarTB2 combat drone in Ukraine, including with a 
new engine factory in Kiev. “These are new technologies, new workplaces, and an increase in 
Ukraine’s ability to defend itself,” he said.
Kiev bought several last year and has used them in strikes against separatist forces in Donbas, 
and the drones were used to great effect by Azerbaijan in its 2020 war with Armenia. They are 
also rumored to have been sold to Ethiopia and played a role in its repulsing of the Tigray 
People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) offensive in December 2021.
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Beijing Olympics, COVID-19 Vaccines & Cooperation: Putin Offers Insights Into 
Russian-Chinese Ties

Ahead of the start of the Beijing Olympics and his looming visit to China, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin offered insight into the Russian-Chinese relationship, underscoring a "new era" 
that the pair are entering in the new year.
Russian President Vladimir Putin praised Russia and China's "unprecedented level" of 
"comprehensive partnership and strategic cooperation" in an article for the Xinhua news agency 
that was published ahead of the start of the Winter Olympics.
Dated February 3, the early-released article sees the Russian president emphasize that the 
Chinese experience will pave the way for Beijing to host the Winter Olympics at the highest 
level, as they are slated to kick off on Friday.
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"Our Chinese friends have done tremendous work to prepare well for the Olympic and 
Paralympic Winter Games," Putin wrote.
"I am convinced that China's extensive experience in the excellent organization of 
representative international competitions will make it possible to hold this festival of world sports 
at the highest level."
The Russian president also addressed attempts by foreign powers to politicize sports, a move 
that he stressed was in complete opposition to the spirit of the Olympic games.
"Sadly, attempts by a number of countries to politicize sports for their selfish interests have 
recently intensified. This is fundamentally wrong and contrary to the very spirit and principles of 
the Olympic Charter," Putin wrote.
"The power and greatness of sports are that they bring people together, give moments of 
triumph and national pride as well as delight with fair, just and unwavering competition."
He further noted that these approaches are shared by most countries participating in the 
international Olympic movement.
Venturing into the use of doping in sports, Putin condemned the practice but also stated that 
officials' practice of collective punishment was entirely unacceptable.
"Russia has been and remains committed to the traditional Olympic values. We oppose the 
attempts to politicize sport or use it as a tool of coercion, unfair competition and discrimination," 
he stressed. "We reject the practice of 'collective punishment’ for acts perpetrated by individual 
people, which has recently become a frequent occurrence. And of course, we strongly condemn 
the use of prohibited substances by athletes and advocate broad international cooperation in 
the fight against doping in sport."
Talks Wth Chinese President
Wth Russia and China expected to hold talks in the near future, Putin remarked in the Xinhua 
article that his upcoming discussions with Chinese President Xi Jinping would focus on the 
development of business ties between the two nations.
"I will thoroughly discuss key issues on the bilateral, regional, and global agendas. It is symbolic 
that our meeting will take place during the Spring Festival ~ the Chinese Lunar New Year. After 
all, as the Chinese saying goes, 'make your whole year's plan in the spring,"' the article reads. 
"The development of business ties will certainly be given special attention. There is every 
opportunity for this as our countries have substantial financial, industrial, technological and 
human resources allowing us to successfully resolve long-term development issues."
"By working together, we can achieve stable economic growth and improve the well-being of our 
citizens, strengthen our competitiveness, and stand together against today's risks and 
challenges," he added.
He added that the coordination of foreign policy between Russia and China is based on similar 
approaches to solving global and regional issues.
"Certainly, an important part of the visit will be a discussion of relevant international topics. The 
coordination of the foreign policy of Russia and China is based on close and coinciding 
approaches to solving global and regional issues," Putin said, detailing that the Russia-China 
cooperation means equality and consideration of each other's interests, as well as freedom from 
political bias.
"Our countries are close neighbors bound by centuries-old traditions of friendship and trust. We 
highly appreciate that Russia-China comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination,
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entering a new era, has reached an unprecedented level and become a model of efficiency, 
responsibility, and aspiration for the future. Last year, we celebrated the 20th anniversary of the 
Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation."
"The basic principles and guidelines for joint work were defined by our two countries in the 
treaty, which include first and foremost, equality, consideration of one another's interests, 
freedom from political and ideological circumstances as well as from the vestiges of the past," 
he continued.
Putin said that the principles acted on by the two countries consistently build, year after year in 
the spirit of continuity, to deepen political dialogue. "Despite the difficulties caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic, we are striving to build the capacity of economic partnerships and 
expand people-to-people exchanges," he wrote.
Cooperation on International Trade & Space Endeavors
Gearing toward the financial partnership between the two countries, Putin pointed out that the 
Russo-Chinese trade had reached $140 billion in 2021, a new record.
"At the end of 2021, the volume of mutual trade increased by more than a third, exceeding the 
record level of 140 billion US dollars. We are well on the way towards our goal of increasing the 
volume of trade to 200 billion US dollars a year," Putin said in the article.
"A number of important initiatives are being implemented in the investment, manufacturing, and 
agro-industrial sectors. In particular, the portfolio of the Intergovernmental Commission on 
Investment Cooperation includes 65 projects worth over $120 billion. This is about collaboration 
in such industries as mining and mineral processing, infrastructure construction, and 
agriculture."
"We also have convergent positions on international trade issues. We advocate maintaining an 
open, transparent and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system based on the rules of the 
World Trade Organization," Putin said, adding, "We support restoring global supply chains. Back 
in March 2020, Russia proposed an initiative on 'green trade corridors' that excludes any 
sanctions, political and administrative barriers. Its implementation is a useful aid to overcoming 
the economic consequences of the pandemic."
Russia also sees prospects for developing space cooperation with China, including the creation 
of an International Lunar Research Station, Putin acknowledged in his remarks, which come as 
the International Space Station is scheduled to be flown into the southern Pacific Ocean in 
2030, once it is officially retired.
"We see an array of opportunities in the development of partnerships in information and 
communication technologies, medicine, space exploration, including the use of national 
navigation systems and the International Lunar Research Station project," Putin remarked. "A 
serious impetus to strengthening bilateral ties was given by the cross Years of Russian-Chinese 
Scientific, Technical and Innovative Cooperation in 2020-2021."
The Russian president also indicated that he has no doubt Russia and China will catch up on 
humanitarian cooperation lost due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
"Russia and China are countries with thousands of years of unique traditions and celebrated 
cultural heritage. Interest in Russian and Chinese cultures is high in both and other countries. It 
is true that in the last two years the number of tourists, joint big-scale events and direct contacts 
between our citizens has reduced due to the pandemic," Putin said.
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"However, I have no doubt that we will catch up and, as soon as the situation allows, will launch 
new outreach and educational programs to introduce our citizens to the history and present-day 
life of the two countries. Thus, President Xi Jinping and I have agreed to hold the Years of 
Sports Exchanges in 2022 and 2023," he said.
Touching on Russia's production of its COVID-19 vaccines, Putin stated that he anticipates 
Chinese and Russian cooperation in the endeavor continue to grow.
"We are grateful to our Chinese colleagues for their assistance in launching the production of 
Russian Sputnik V and Sputnik Light vaccines in China and for the timely supply of necessary 
protective equipment to our country. We hope that this cooperation will develop and strengthen," 
Putin said.
In a December 2021 interview with Sputnik, Chinese Ambassador to Russia Zhang Hanui 
underscored that the "Sino-Russian cooperation related to vaccines against the novel 
coronavirus is close and effective."
At the time, Zhang noted that the Russian Direct Investment Fund had signed several 
agreements with Chinese manufacturers to produce some 150 million vaccine doses in China 
annually.
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CNN Insider: Network Should Fire 'Water Boy' Brian Stelter for Not Exposing Zucker-Gollust 
Affair
By - Evan Craighead

The president of CNN Worldwide, Jeff Zucker, announced on Wednesday that he would 
immediately resign from his position after an investigation into former anchor Chris Cuomo led 
to the network discovering that Zucker failed to disclose a "consensual relationship" with Allison 
Gollust, CNN's executive vice president and chief marketing officer.
As CNN continues to grapple with the abrupt resignation of Zucker, the network is also facing 
calls to hold CNN chief media correspondent Brian Stelter accountable for not coming forward 
about the executive's affair.
According to the Daily Mail, a CNN insider is claiming that the "Reliable Sources" host should be 
fired after "he failed to report on the scoop that everyone in the office knew."
"And if he wants to say he didn't know, he is truly terrible at his job," said the unnamed insider, 
identified by Daily Mail as a "cable news vet."
Zucker and Gollust have claimed their previously undisclosed affair began during the COVID-19 
pandemic, although sources have disputed the timeline of events.
The insider described Stelter as a hypocrite who was considered by some as "Jeff Zucker's 
water boy for years."
"He's been sitting on his moral high horse doing Jeffs bidding and ripping Fox and every other 
media outlet that Jeff tells him to while his ratings crash and burn," the source claimed. "Where 
was he on the biggest story at his own network after chastising everyone else?"
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CNN's viewership has drastically declined in 2022, despite remaining among basic cable's top 
10 for the highest average total day viewers. Compared to January 2021, the network dropped 
77% in total primetime viewership, with an 82% decline in the key 25-54 age demographic. 
Former US President Donald Trump, who has maintained a contentious relationship with the 
cable news network, expressed in a Thursday memo that Zucker "is out because of horrible 
ratings," not because he was "concealing a relationship" from CNN.
Trump has been railing the network's ratings since late 2021. and responded to Zucker's 
resignation on Wednesday by claiming the latter was "terminated for numerous reasons, but 
predominantly because CNN has lost its way with viewers and everybody else.”
Questions have also emerged concerning the network's decision to only oust Zucker.
Sources recently told the New York Post that CNN staffers have expressed discontent over 
Gollust remaining in her position after "lying" about her affair with Zucker.
"Why is she allowed to keep her job?" the insider asked. "CNN is supposed to be a transparent 
news network. How does she get away with lying about their affair for so long?"
Another insider disputed the timeline provided by Zucker and Gollust, calling the COVID 
romance claim "a total lie."
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Djokovic Breaks Silence on Australian Visa Dilemma After Prosecutors Assert Validity of COVID 
Tests
By - Evan Craighead

Earlier this week, Serbia's state prosecutors argued that the COVID-19 tests submitted to 
Australian officials by professional tennis player Novak Djokovic in December were legitimate 
and valid. The assertion pushed back against reports from outlets, including Der Spiegel and 
the BBC, which highlighted discrepancies in the tests' serial numbers.
Novak Djokovic, 34, opened up about his "unexpected," 11-day visa predicament during a 
Thursday meeting with Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic. The Serbian leader, as a result of 
his meeting with the tennis star, is accused of using Djokovic to boost his own popularity ahead 
of the country's general elections in April.
"I wanted to meet with you today because, primarily as a citizen of Serbia, I felt a great need to 
thank you for great support that you, as the president of Serbia, gave me, as well as all state 
institutions during the unfortunate events in Australia," Djokovic told Vucic.
"Although I was alone in detention, and faced with many problems and challenges, I wasn’t 
feeling lonely," he added, recounting the situation that ultimately led to his deportation from 
Australia and blocked the top-ranked player from defending his Australian Open title.
"I had huge support primarily from my family, all of the close people in my life, entire Serbian 
nation, many people with good intentions from the region and the world."
Djokovic described the events as "unexpected, to say the least," but did not expound on the 
details, suggesting that he would provide his "version" of events at a later time.
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Although the 34-year-old remains unvaccinated after his January 16 deportation from Australia, 
at least one source is claiming that the top player may consider getting vaccinated against 
COVID-19.
"From what I have heard from those around him, I think he is getting vaccinated," Daniel 
Muksch, the biographer for Novak Djokovic, told Austrian TV station Servus TV.
Following his deportation, Djokovic's rival, Rafael Nadal, won the Australian Open 
championship, marking Nadal's 21st Grand Slam title, versus the 20 titles accrued apiece by 
both Djokovic and Roger Federer.
"The prosecution acted according to the regulations, checks were performed, and it was 
determined that Novak Djokovic was tested several times and that the certificates on the test 
results from 16 December 2021 and 22 December 2021 are valid," read a statement issued by 
Serbia's state prosecutors on Wednesday.
The tests' validity was confirmed by the Serbian Health Ministry, according to officials.
The Serbian tennis star is expected to return to the court for the Dubai Duty-Free Tennis 
Championships later this month.
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Convicted Murderer Greg McMichael Withdraws Guilty Plea in Ahmaud Arbery Hate Crime 
Case
By - Evan Craighead

Earlier this week, US District Court Judge Lisa Godbey Wood rejected federal prosecutors' 
proposed plea agreement with Greg and Travis McMichael, the father and son convicted of 
murdering 25-year-old Ahmaud Arbery on February 23, 2020. The McMichaels were given until 
Friday to determine whether they intend to plead guilty.
Gregory McMichael, 66, will move ahead with the federal hate crimes trial after canceling his 
portion of a plea agreement with US prosecutors, according to a new court filing.
Travis McMichael. 36, is still scheduled to appear in court on Friday for a plea hearing.
William "Roddie" Bryan, the third man convicted in Arbery's death, will also face hate crime 
charges that allege that Arbery, who was Black, was racially targeted by the white men.
Last month, all three men were sentenced to life in prison for their respective roles in the 2020 
murder.
The reversal comes days after a US District Court judge rejected the terms of a proposed plea 
deal that was vehemently opposed by Arbery's parents.

The 25-year-old's graphic murder was captured by Bryan, who joined the McMichaels in 
pursuing Arbery as he was jogging for exercise through the Satilla Shores neighborhood on 
February 23, 2020.
After catching up to Arbery with their pickup truck, Travis McMichael exited the vehicle with a 
shotgun, prompting a brief struggle between him and Arbery, who was fatally shot moments 
later.
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Jury selection for the federal hate crime case is set to begin on Monday.
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House Speaker Pelosi Wbrns US Olympians Against Angering 'Ruthless' Chinese Government
During Games
By - Evan Craighead

The US, Canada, and Australia have announced a diplomatic boycott of the Beijing Winter 
Olympics, marking an escalation of the US-led pressure campaign against the Chinese 
government regarding allegations of human rights abuses against Muslim minorities in China’s 
northwestern province of Xinjiang.
While speaking at a Thursday Congressional-Executive Commission hearing on China, US 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi urged athletes to avoid speaking out against Beijing while 
participating in the winter games.
"Do not risk incurring the anger of the Chinese government because they are ruthless," the 
House Speaker stated.
Pelosi railed against the International Olympic Committee (IOC) during her Thursday speech, 
proclaiming that the organization "turns a blind eye to Beijing's alleged human rights violations." 
She also claimed that lawmakers in Washington had an "urgent moral duty to shine a bright 
light" on the Chinese government's wrongdoings amid the winter games.
"If we do not speak out against human rights violations in China, because of commercial 
interests, we lose all moral authority to speak out against human rights violations anywhere," 
Pelosi said.
Rep. Jim McGovern (D-MA) also took aim at the IOC, as well as its corporate sponsors.
"If given a choice, I believe no athlete would want to compete in a country committing genocide 
and crimes against humanity. But that is what they are forced to do because of the feckless IOC 
and its corporate sponsors," said McGovern, who heads the committee.
China has repeatedly rejected accusations about its treatment of Muslim Uighurs living in 
Xinjiang after claims of its reeducation camps first emerged in 2018. In the years since, the 
matter has become a major international issue for US and its allies, with the Biden 
administration earlier accusing China of committing genocide and opting to impose sanctions 
against Chinese officials.
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Rapper TDott Woo Gunned Down Outside His Grandmother’s Home Hours After Signing 
Record Deal 
By - Mary Manley
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NYC rapper TDott Woo was fatally shot outside his grandmother’s home in Brooklyn on 
Tuesday, officials with the New York Police Department (NYPD) confirmed to People magazine. 
The rapper and rising star had signed with Million Dollar Music earlier that day.
TDott Woo, born Tahjay Dobson, was shot on Tuesday in the Canarsie neighborhood of 
Brooklyn in a drive-by shooting on Avenue L near East 98th Street at around 2:20 p.m local 
time. He was later taken to Brookdale Hospital Medical Center where he was pronounced dead. 
“It seems like somebody called him and he went outside,” TDott Woo’s grandmother reportedly 
said. “I hear the four shots, three in his back and one in his head, I think. It was boom, boom, 
boom, boom, very quick rapid shots.”
“I was wondering and I said, ‘No, that’s too close to home, the shooting has to be near here,”’ 
she continued. “Then I found out it’s my grandson that got shot, he died in the hospital.” She 
says she saw her grandson’s body laying in front of her home.
“He was bleeding out,” she said. “He was out there alone, and I started to cry and call 911.”
Just hours before his death, TDott Woo had struck a deal with the record label Million Dollar 
Music. “He rose to prominence for his ‘Woo Walk’ from a community whose drill music has and 
continues to electrify the world,” the label said of the musician.
“It’s an honor to remain your friend until your last moments,” Million Dollar Music wrote. “Your 
memory will always stay with us no matter where we go and what we do.”
TDott was well known for dancing in Fivio Foreign’s music video for “Big Drip.” as well as his 
moves in Pop Smoke’s “Welcome to the Party.” Fivio Foreign paid homage to the artist in an 
Instagram post, writing, “Imma miss you forever baby boy. You was the prince of this city. Long 
Live Prince T Dot. I love you gang. Like forever watch over me like you always do.”
TDott’s friend Pop Smoke was killed in February of 2020 when his home was reportedly robbed. 
The late rapper’s alleged killer was only 15. Two of the four who allegedly invaded Pop Smoke’s 
home were minors, and the oldest was only 19.
One music personality has said he’s had enough. New York City’s Hot 97 DJ Drewski has 
announced that he will stop promoting music that mention gang affiliation and rapper disputes. 
“I’m not supporting no more diss/gang music!” Drewski wrote on Instagram. “If ya dissing each 
other in the songs, don’t even send it to me! I don’t care if the artist sends it, the label sends it, 
your big Homie sends it! I will not support or play anymore Diss/Gang records on the radio! We r 
losing too many young men and women to the streets!”
The confirmation came as US President Joe Biden visited New York City to address the surging 
gun violence developments in the Big Apple and those taking place nationwide. The 
commander-in-chief underscored that the answer to spiking crime rates was “not to defund the 
police” or “abandon the streets” but to instead “come together.”
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Tens of Thousands Left Without Power in Texas as Winter Storm Brings Memory of Deadly 2021 
Blast
By - Mary Manley
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Nearly 70,000 Texans were without power Thursday morning after a severe winter storm ripped 
through the country, grounding more than 4,800 US flights and leaving runways, as well as 
roads, slick with ice. More than 100 million Americans from West Texas to Maine’s northern 
border received weather advisories and warnings of the storm.
The storm doused the country with freezing rain and heavy snow, stretching from North Texas 
all the way to upstate New York. The severe weather and freezing cold left some 70,000 Texans 
without power early Thursday, roughly a year since the Lone Star State experienced a power 
crisis in February 2021 in which more than 200 people died as a result.
The winter storm has also brought sleet, snow and freezing rain to other Midwestern and 
Southern states. The state of Tennessee saw power outages spike to 147,228, Ohio saw 
numbers reaching 57,094, and in Kentucky 19,061 customers were also without power, 
according to Generac Power Outage Central. Heavy ice was to blame for most of these 
outages.
Last year, Texas faced a severe storm in February in which the state endured an extreme power 
crisis. Texans lost access to water, food and heat, and more than 200 people died as a result. 
The storm caused $130 billion in damages, and prompted disaster declarations. The cause was 
the state’s power grid, which couldn’t meet the sudden upswing in demand when Texans 
required heating for the freezing temperatures - a development that brought the state’s grid 
under the microscope.
Before Thursday’s storm, Texas Governor Greg Abbott, a Republican, said on Wednesday that 
“no one can guarantee” there won’t be power outages during the storm. The governor then gave 
an update to the public on Thursday morning while speaking at the Alternate State Operations 
Center in Austin, saying that his state had deployed a “plethora of resources” to support Texas 
communities during the storm.
"Texas is experiencing one of the most significant ice events in decades, but we have taken 
unprecedented steps to ensure that our power grid continues to function reliably despite 
treacherous weather conditions,” Abbott said. “As we continue to face freezing temperatures, 
precipitation, and other dangerous elements, I urge Texans to be prepared and heed the 
guidance of their local officials as we all work together to keep people safe."
Flights at Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport were grounded on Thursday morning due to icy 
runways. Roberto Ayerdis from Miami, Florida, as well as 15 others, slept on a cot at Love Field 
after his flight was canceled Wednesday afternoon.
“It’s been terrible,” he said. “There is no food, no showers and I don’t know when I’ll get home.” 
Terminals and restaurants weren’t necessarily closed, but workers were not able to get to the 
airport due to slick and icy roads.
However, the number of outages on Thursday paled in comparison to the disaster Texas faced 
in 2021, when outages lasted for more than just a period of a few days. Michael Webber, an 
energy resources professor at the University of Texas at Austin, told the Washington Post that 
2021’s power outage was from a “massive imbalance between supply and demand,” but that 
Thursday’s storm was reportedly caused by wind and ice accumulation.
“An outage for two hours- not two and a half days,” he said, referring to 2021 winter storm.
By Thursday evening, Generac Power Outage Central reported outages had been fixed for 
thousands of customers; however, approximately 32,747 Texas-based customers remain 
impacted by power outages.
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Florida Man Finds Sniper Rifles in Local Canal With Grandson While Magnet Fishing 
By - Nevin Brown

Duane Smith and his 11-year-old grandson, Allen Cadwalader, discovered two sniper rifle 
receivers and bolt carrier groups while magnet fishing for the first time in Homestead, Florida. 
The haul has Miami-Dade police investigating whether the weapons were used in a crime. 
Duane Smith and his grandson had been magnet fishing for all of five minutes when they reeled 
in the pair of high-powered sniper rifles.
Magnet fishing employs a powerful magnet connected to a rope to fish metallic objects out of 
bodies of water. Usually, small worthless pieces of metal are retrieved.
Smith told reporters: "With magnet fishing every time I cast out or every other time I'm coming 
up with something." He added, "There's a bottle cap or you know, $7,000 sniper rifle."
Smith and his grandson were trying out the new hobby because he thought it would be a fun 
activity for the pair to do outside. He thought magnet fishing would be more engaging than 
traditional fishing for his grandson, who has autism.
A retired infantry soldier, Smith instantly knew what they had found during the fishing expedition. 
The sniper rifles were encased in shrink wrap and appeared to have been outside for an 
extended period of time.
The grandfather-grandson duo’s first foray into magnet fishing landed the pair an incredible 
haul.
“It was beginners luck,” Smith told reporters.
It’s estimated the two sniper rifles are worth close to $20,000.
Local police became involved after the weapons had been cleaned. Following an hourlong 
scrub-down, it was revealed that the serial numbers had been filed off, a common practice in 
criminal behaviors that amounts to a third-degree felony in Florida.
Removing a serial number from a firearm makes the weapon almost untraceable. The 
combination of two expensive sniper rifles without serial numbers carefully wrapped up and 
thrown into a canal has Miami-Dade forensic technicians searching for answers.
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Rudy’s Masquerade - Cartoon 
By - Nevin Brown

The unmasking of the former New York City mayor and Donald Trump’s attorney, Rudy Giuliani, 
on the hit reality singing competition "The Masked Singer" prompted two judges, Ken Jeong and 
Robin Thicke, to storm off the set in protest.
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According to reports, at the taping of the first episode of season seven of The Mask Singer, 
Giuliani was revealed to be a contestant. The former New York City mayor has become a 
polarizing figure due to his close proximity to former US President Donald Trump.
Following Trump’s loss in the 2020 US presidential election, Giuliani, as a lawyer, represented 
Trump in numerous failed lawsuits that attempted to overturn the results of the election.
Ken Jeong and Robin Thicke eventually came back to the set but left the other two judges, 
Jenna McCarthy and Nicole Scherzinger, to banter with the former politician.
It is unknown what song Giuliani chose to sing. The episode is set to air later next month.
The game show features celebrities in elaborate costumes who sing in front of a panel of 
judges. Fans in attendance and the judges vote on their favorite masked singer, with the least 
popular having to reveal their identity at the end of the episode.
Giuliani’s reveal during the taping of the first episode suggests that judges and fans did not 
enjoy his singing, even before they knew who was behind the mask.
The show originated in South Korea and has since become a massive hit in the United States. 
The show has routinely been one of the most-watched non-sporting events across its six 

seasons.
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Overboard! US Archaeologists Dispute Australian Claims of Finding Captain Cook’s Endeavour 
By - Nevin Brown

The Rhode Island Marine Archaeology Project (RIMAP) has disputed the Australian National 
Maritime Museum’s (ANMM) claim that a shipwreck discovered off the coast of Rhode Island, 
United States, is Captain Cook’s famed 18th-century research ship, the Endeavour.
On Thursday, ANMM’s director and CEO, Kevin Sumption, announced the shipwreck of James 
Cook’s Endeavour had been positively identified. A 22-year program to study a wreck in 
Newport Harbor, Rhode Island, reportedly led Sumption to the monumental conclusion. 
Sumption stated: “I am satisfied that this is the final resting place of one of the most important 
and contentious vessels in Australia’s maritime history. Since 1999, we have been investigating 
several 18th century shipwrecks in a two square mile area where we believed that Endeavour 
sank, however, the last pieces of the puzzle had to be confirmed before I felt able to make this 
call. Based on archival and archaeological evidence, I’m convinced it’s the Endeavour.”
However, ANMM’s partner in the program, RIMAP, ruled the claim as premature.
In a press release, RIMAP countered. “What we see on the shipwreck site under study is 
consistent with what might be expected of the Endeavour, but there has been no indisputable 
data found to prove the site is that iconic vessel, and there are many unanswered questions that 
could overturn such an identification.”
RIMAP’s statement additionally claims that ANMM’s announcement is in “breach of contract,” 
and that, “[RIMAP] is now and always has been the lead organization for the study.”
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RIMAP concluded their statement by saying, “RIMAP recognizes the connection between 
Australian citizens of British descent and the Endeavour, but RIMAP's conclusions will be driven 
by proper scientific process and not Australian emotions or politics.”
The contention seems to stem from the very reason that AN MM are certain that the vessel is 
Cook’s Endeavour.
Seven key points cited by ANMM are reported to be circumstantial evidence. The location and 
size of the shipwreck match historical records, the length of the hull “is almost exactly the same 
as that recorded for Endeavour,” its structural details closely match Endeavour’s, “specific 
diagnostic clues...are identical to those shown on 18th century plans,” and timber samples 
highly suggest the ship was built in Europe.
However, only 15% of the ship still remains and no definitive evidence has been found to 
conclude that it is truly the Endeavour.
The ANMM announcement came with the unveiling of an online interactive program called Deep 
Dive that chronicles the discovery or potential discovery of Endeavour.
Charting Endeavour’s Course Through History
Endeavour was originally launched in 1764 as a cargo ship before being bought by the Royal 
Navy in 1768 as a scientific vessel on an exploratory mission to the Pacific Ocean, helmed by 
Captain James Cook.
The three-year mission saw Endeavour arrive in Tahiti to chart the transit of Venus across the 
sun, reach New Zealand, and become the first European vessel to reach the eastern coast of 
Australia. The vessel had circumnavigated the world when it docked in Dover in 1771.
Following Endeavour’s successes in the Pacific, it hauled cargo and troops to the Falkland 
Islands. In 1775 it was sold and renamed Lord Sandwich.
During the American War of Independence, the former Endeavour was hired to transport British 
troops. It was deliberately sunk in 1778 in Newport Harbor to form a blockade against French 
ships assisting American fighters seeking to recapture the city.
The ship is one of the most famous in maritime history. The command module of Apollo 15 took 
a piece of wood from the ship to space. It wasn’t until 1999 when RIMAP and ANMM began 
their quest to identify the long lost boat.
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Two Additional Senior Aides to UK's Boris Johnson Resign Amid Partygate Scandal 
By - Nevin Brown

On Thursday night, two of UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson's senior officials resigned, part of 
the growing fallout from a now-notorious December 2020 party held at 10 Downing street, in 
defiance of COVID lockdown restrictions.
The latest resignations involve Dan Rosenfield, the prime minister's chief of staff, and Martin 
Reynolds, Johnson's principal private secretary.
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A No 10 spokesperson confirmed late Thursday that Rosenfield and Reynolds had submitted 
their resignations earlier in the day, and that both requests had been "accepted" by the prime 
minister.
"Martin Reynolds also informed the prime minister of his intention to stand down from his role as 
principal private secretary and the prime minister has agreed to this," the official stated.
"[The UK prime minister] has thanked [Rosenfield and Reynolds] for their significant contribution 
to government and No 10, including work on the pandemic response and economic recovery," 
the spokesperson noted.
"They will continue in their roles while successors are appointed, and recruitment for both posts 
is underway."
Rosenfield and Reynolds have not publicly commented on their reasons for resigning, but the 
intense scrutiny from "partygate," a series of parties held at 10 Downing street that broke Covid 
lockdown restrictions in winter of 2020, is a suspected factor.
Reynolds will be returning to a role in the Foreign Office, according to reports.
The announcement came hours after two other senior officials to Johnson announced their 
plans to leave - Jack Doyle, Number 10's director of communications, and Munira Mirza, policy 
chief.
Doyle reportedly told staff that recently working at 10 Downing street had "taken a terrible toll on 
my family life."
Doyle, reportedly, gave a speech and handed out awards at a Christmas party hosted at 10 
Downing Street in December 2020. The former journalist joined Johnson's staff in early 2020.
A Number 10 spokesperson said of Doyle's resignation: "Jack Doyle has left government. He 
has made a huge contribution and the prime minister is immensely grateful for the work he has 
done."
While Doyle's resignation has been attributed to "partygate", Mirza's resignation is attributed to 
comments made by Johnson on Labour leader Sir Keir Starmer.

Johnson claimed that Starmer personally failed to prosecute Jimmy Savile, who after his death 
in 2011 was accused of sexually abusing hundreds of minors during his lifetime.
On Monday, Johnson accused Starmer. while the former was director of public prosecutions 
(DPP), of spending "most of his time prosecuting journalists and failing to prosecute Jimmy 
Savile."
Johnson did not offer evidence to support his claim and, after days of pressure, walked back his 
comments but failed to apologize in a way that satisfied Mirza.
Mirza wrote in her resignation letter: "I believe it was wrong for you to imply this week that Keir 
Starmer was personally responsible for allowing Jimmy Savile to escape justice. There was no 
fair or reasonable basis for that assertion. This was not the usual cut and thrust of politics; it was 
an inappropriate and partisan reference to a horrendous case of child sex abuse. You tried to 
clarify your position today but, despite my urging, you did not apologise for the misleading 
impression you gave."
"You are a better man than many of your detractors will ever understand which is why it is 
desperately sad that you let yourself down by making a scurrilous accusation against the Leader 
of the Opposition," she observed.
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"Even now, I hope you find it in yourself to apologise for a grave error of judgement made under 
huge pressure. I appreciate that our political culture is not forgiving when people say sorry, but 
regardless, it is the right thing to do. It is not too late for you but, I’m sorry to say, it is too late for 
me."
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US Adds 467,000 Jobs in January, Unemployment Rate Little Changed at 4% - Labor Dept. 
(Adds comment, details and context, paras 3-11)
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US employers added 467,000 jobs in January, beating 
economists’ expectations, although the jobless rate moved up fractionally to 4% from 
December's 3.9%, Labor Department data showed on Friday.
"Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 467,000 in January, and the unemployment rate was 
little changed at 4.0 percent," the department said in a news release. An unemployment rate of 
4.0% or below is defined by the Federal Reserve as maximum employment.
Economists polled by US media had forecast jobs to grow by just 125,000 in January from a 
growth of 199,000 in December. The weaker expectation was based on the surge of Omicron 
cases of the coronavirus between the end of last year and January that many labor market 
forecasters thought will weigh on jobs numbers.
White House press secretary Jen Psaki said earlier this week that around 9 million job-hunters 
were out sick in early January, possibly due to Omicron cases. That made Friday’s numbers 
reported by the Labor Department even more surprising to those tracking the labor market. 
"There are some strange numbers in this data, like +61K in retail trade, temporary help +26K 
and food services & drinking places +108K. That's tough to square with the omicron wave," 
economist Adam Button wrote in a post on ForexLive.
Aside from shifting job numbers, the United States is experiencing one of the greatest 
transformations of its employment market as COVID-19 measures upended labor supply and 
work trends, putting employees’ demands above those of employers.
After staggering unemployment triggered by the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in 2020, the 
labor market picked up last year, showing a jobless rate of 3.9% in December from a record 
high of 14.8% in April 2020.
Still, jobs growth has not been even, with gains for some months coming in way below 
economists' expectations.
That has complicated the task of the Federal Reserve, which is closely watching numbers on 
employment, as well as those on inflation, to determine the timing and gravity of the first 
pandemic-era interest rate hike. The central bank slashed rates to almost zero after the 
outbreak of the COVI D-19 crisis in March 2020, and has kept them there since.
The Fed now says the United States probably needs a series of rate hikes to counter inflation, 
as prices have soared from the lows of the pandemic due to trillions of dollars of federal relief 
spending, higher wage payouts and supply chain disruptions. The Fed’s target for inflation is 2% 
per year. But the US Consumer Price Index, an important barometer for inflation, grew by 7% in 
the year to December, expanding at its fastest rate since 1982.
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Until Friday's job numbers, the Fed had been expected to raise rates as many as four times this 
year with a quarter percentage point hike each time. Now, money market traders are betting on 
as many as six hikes with increases that could go as high as a half percentage point.
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Pentagon Probes Death of Soldier in Syria in Non-Combat Related Incident

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The Pentagon said on Friday it is probing the death of a 
US soldier in Syria in a non-combat related incident earlier this week.
"The Department of Defense announced today the death of a soldier who was supporting 
Operation Inherent Resolve," the release said. "Spc, Alex J. Ram, 20, of Rancho Cucamonga, 
California, died Feb. 1,2022, at Tell Beydar, Syria, as a result of a non-combat related incident. 
The incident is under investigation."
The US-led coalition of more than 60 nations has been carrying out airstrikes and other 
operations against the Islamic State terrorist group (banned in Russia) in Syria since September 
2014. The American military is stationed in the provinces of Hasakah and Deir ez-Zor without 
consent from Damascus, controlling territories with the largest oil and gas fields.
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State Dept. Interagency Delegation to Talk Russia in Sofia, Bucharest, Brussels Next Week

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - A US interagency delegation is heading to Sofia, 
Bucharest and Brussels next week to consult with allies on "Russian aggression" against 
Ukraine, the State Department said on Friday.
"Counselor of the Department Derek Choliet will lead an interagency delegation to Sofia, 
Bucharest, and Brussels from February 7 to 11 to engage with our partners in Europe on a 
range of issues, and to consult with NATO Allies and the European Union partners on Russian 
aggression towards Ukraine," the statement said.
Choliet will meet with Bulgaria’s new government to continue the talks on strategic dialogue 
which started in 2020. In Romania, Choliet will stress the importance of bilateral strategic 
partnership against the backdrop of US troop deployments to the country over the Ukraine 
crisis.
Choliet will also travel to Belgium to meet with NATO and European Union representatives.
"[He will] discuss recent diplomatic engagements with Russia and joint efforts to deter further 
Russian aggression against Ukraine, including Allies' and partners’ readiness to impose 
massive consequences and severe economic costs on Russia. Throughout his trip, the 
Counselor will reaffirm our ironclad commitment to NATO and our Allies and discuss how the
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United States can continue to support NATO countries, particularly on the eastern flank," the 
statement said.
On Thursday, US troops started boarding military transport aircraft at Fort Bragg in North 
Carolina to deploy to NATO countries in Europe in response to the Ukraine crisis. Nearly 2,000 
soldiers are being deployed to Poland, and another 1,000 positioned in Germany will be 
relocated to Romania. Another 8,500 troops "remain ready to move if called for the NATO 
response force," the Pentagon says, stressing that the deployment is temporary and depends 
on the security situation in the region.
Moscow dismisses the West’s accusations as a pretext for NATO to deploy more military 
hardware and troops closer to Russian borders. Russia says it has no intention of attacking 

anyone.
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US Adds 467,000 Jobs in January, Unemployment Rate Moves Up to 4% - Labor Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US employers added 467,000 jobs in January, beating 
economists’ expectations, although the jobless rate moved up fractionally to 4% from 
December's 3.9%, Labor Department data showed on Friday.
"Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 467,000 in January, and the unemployment rate was 
little changed at 4.0 percent," the department said in a news release. Economists polled by US 
media had forecast jobs to grow by just 125,000 in January from a growth of 199,000 in 
December.
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Blinken Will Travel to Australia, Fiji, Hawaii Feb. 7-13 for Meetings With Pacific Allies

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken will embark on a 
Pacific tour on February 7, during which he will hold meetings with the members of the 
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) and other regional partners, the State Department said 
on Friday.
The Quad brings together the US, India, Japan and Australia.
"Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken will travel to Australia, Fiji, and Hawaii February 7-13 to 
engage with Indo-Pacific allies and partners to advance peace, resilience, and prosperity across 
the region and demonstrate that these partnerships deliver," the statement said.
On February 9-12 in Australia, Blinken will attend the fourth Quad Foreign Ministers Ministerial 
Meeting. It will be hosted by Australian Foreign Minister Marise Payne.
"Wth our Quad partners, we are delivering results for our populations and the region, including 
by advancing cooperation on COVID-19 vaccination delivery, humanitarian assistance/disaster
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relief, maritime security, counter-terrorism, cybersecurity, countering disinformation, climate 
change, and critical and emerging technologies," the State Department said.
Blinken is expected to meet with Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison, Foreign Minister 
Payne, Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs Yoshimasa Hayashi, Indian Minister of External 
Affairs Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, among others.
The secretary will arrive in Honolulu, Hawaii on February 12, where he will host Japanese 
Foreign Minister Hayashi and South Korean Foreign Minister Chung Eui-yong for a 
US-Japan-South Korea trilateral ministerial meeting
"[The meeting] to deepen our cooperation in addressing threats from the DPRK's nuclear and 
missile programs and confronting 21st century challenges together across the globe. Secretary 
Blinken also will meet with Foreign Minister Chung and, separately, with USINDOPACOM 
Commander Admiral John Aquilino," it added.
North Korea launched a Hwasong-12 ballistic missile with a range of 4,500 kilometers (2,796 
miles) on Sunday, making it the longest-range missile tested by Pyongyang since 2017. The 
launch became North Korea's seventh this year.
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Cancer Not War or Battle to Be Wan, But Disease to Be Treated - Unity Foundation

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Cancer is not a war but a disease that must be treated, 
Unity Foundation President Alena Kuzmenko told Sputnik on the occasion of World Cancer Day, 
and stressed that doctors’ words “you are in remission” mean a miracle to a patient.
Warld Cancer Day, an initiative launched by the International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC), takes place on February 4. Its goals are to raise awareness of cancer as one of the 
most prominent diseases affecting humanity and to draw public attention to the need to help 
improve screening and treatment methods across the globe.
"Lots of people even doctors use military metaphors when they talk about cancer. To my mind 
cancer is not a war. It’s not a battle to be won,” Kuzmenko said. “Cancer is a disease which 
should be treated. \Nar metaphors could damage patients and their caregivers - they can feel 
that they haven’t done enough if the treatment doesn’t work. Cancer tumors grow inside the 
people’s bodies from the body’s own cells, so fighting cancer is a war against yourself.” 
Kuzmenko said, for her, February 4th is just another day when she thinks about her mom who 
passed away from cancer four years ago. Kuzmenko said they visited four countries and more 
than 10 clinics to find a cure for her mother, Svetlana. On this journey, they met wonderful 
people who supported them, she added.
“We always tried to enjoy our time together, food, people, new places and activities. \Ne lived a 
full life and cancer was a part of that life,” she said. "Words such as 'living’" with cancer make it 
easier to go through the ups and downs that are inevitable when living with a cancer diagnosis 
without feeling the constant need to be proving the ability to fight.”
The Unity Foundation helps people to live and enjoy life. It has several projects which provide 
psychological support to oncology patients. For example, in its online quality of life school
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patients have art therapy, taichi, tsigun classes, and music therapy. Also, Unity develops 
international space art projects with the US-based Space for Art Foundation when kids from 
oncology hospitals paint their dreams on a spacesuit with the cosmonauts and astronauts and 
these spacesuits are sent to space by NASA and Roscosmos.
"Some kids participated in these space projects got into remission and they believe that it 
happened because they sent their dreams to space and stars and the God heard their wishes,” 
Kuzmenko said, stressing that without doubt life with cancer and achieving remission is due to 
teamwork of the doctors, patient and caregivers.
Kuzmenko said she knows very well from the standpoint of the caregiver how important 
psychological support is for oncology patients.
"Cancer is about living as well as possible, coping, acceptance, gentle positivity, setting 
short-term, achievable goals, and drawing on support from those closest to you,” she added. 
MIA’S MIRACLE
Mia Spargo, who is now 15 and lives in Texas, is one of the pediatric patients who took part in 
Unity’s space art projects. She drew her dream on a spacesuit which then went to space.
“As my daughter says and believes, closer to God. This is what helps to move forward, to 
believe in miracles and hope that this disease will go away very soon,” Mia’s mom, Marina 
Spargo, told Sputnik.
Marina Spargo shared with Sputnik that Mia was 6 when her daughter was diagnosed with 
cancer. In September 2013, with a tumor in Mia’s head, they were supposed to have surgery at 
Texas Children's hospital, but after additional exams and tests, they were told the surgery was 
not possible as it was cancer and Mia would be given chemotherapy and radiation.
"It was very scary and seemed that we fell into a dark hole, pain, fear, uncertainty. Tears that 
cannot be stopped. And only questions without answers,” Marina Spargo said. “It was insanely 
hard. I remember the day when they brought us the first chemo. September 19, 2013 in the 
evening. Mia was doing well, although in her eyes one could see fear, misunderstanding, 
questions to which we did not have any answers.”
When the Spargos heard that Mia is in remission, there was a sea of emotions, her mother said, 
but at the same time, they already knew then that even having defeated cancer, they would 
have to learn to live with its consequences.
"Cancer has left diseases that unfortunately cannot be cured. Mia will have to take pills all her 
life, get injections and always be under the supervision of doctors,” Marina Spargo said. “We 
have no plans for the future, we live every day and when we wake up we thank God that he 
gives us a new day. We live here and now, and the future God will tell us how and what.”
When Mia was in the hospital, she really liked and appreciated when charity organizations came 
and brought gifts for the children. And on Christmas Eve, Mia made small gift bags for her 
friends. Then, the idea turned into Mia's Magical Toy Drive and the girl already took more than 
2,000 toys to hospitals.
Moreover, Mia and her mother knit hats for cancer patients and even passed them to children in 
Russia.
"We have knitted over a thousand hats for children fighting cancer. We have come this hard way 
and we know what it is firsthand,” Marina Spargo said. "We want to wish both children and 
adults to believe! Believe in miracle! To believe that one day the doctor will come and say - 
today was your last chemotherapy! Believe that the sun shines on everyone equally and believe
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in yourself, do not give up under any circumstances. Smile, it will be hard, but you are stronger 
than this disease. God bless you.”
GOD’S MIRACLE FOR SASHA
Another story about miracle was shared with Sputnik by Sasha and Sasha’s parents - Dmitry 
and Victoria - they shared with Sputnik their experience of fighting and conquering cancer, their 
memories and feelings they could not talk about calmly for seven years after their son 
recovered.
Dmitry and Victoria say the day when they learned of Sasha’s diagnosis February 17, 2011, 
completely changed their lives.
Sasha, who is now 12 years old, was only 23 months old.
Victoria recollects that for some time Sasha had a dry cough and no traditional medicine helped, 
however, they were not very worried about it and did not even go to the doctor right away. 
Victoria and Dmitry had, however, to see a regular pediatrician when Sasha got worried by a 
bump on his head after falling down the stairs.
“To our surprise, the pediatrician almost did not pay any attention to the lump, saying that this 
bump was really nothing,” Victoria remembers. "But Sasha’s cough interested her. And after 
three visits to the doctor - they wanted to make sure that it was indeed cancer- right from there 
with an explanation given to us that he was in a very serious condition, and an oxygen mask 
had to be put on him.”
Victoria went on to say that the pediatrician did not know whether it was cancer or a common 
cold because their symptoms are very similar.
"Sasha was diagnosed with leukemia. More precisely, blood cancer,” she said. "We cannot say 
that we felt something when we learn that, because the human psyche, fortunately, has its own 
defenses and it was impossible to feel and understand this and believe and understand what 
happened at that moment.”
Victoria noted that when the doctor came up and began to say that they were in the right place 
and that this diagnosis was being treated there, there was a feeling that she was somewhere in 
some kind of unreality.
"There is a man in front of you, he has lost his mind and tells you some kind of absolute 
nonsense,” she said. “When it became clear, when they had done two tests, I only remember 
that I sobbed, sobbed and sobbed, and the first night I spent in the bathroom, lying on the floor 
under the sink and shouting, ‘Lord, do so that the child is healthy!’ Then, almost all the days 
while we were in intensive care, I cried and cried. And our translator cried with us."
Sasha’s father Dmitry said the moment he learned of his son’s diagnosis, he had such a feeling 
that the earth had gone from under his feet.
“As if we were in hell. The only question that always stops me from saying that is that what if it 
was not hell, but only its threshold?”
Sasha was treated at Inova Fairfax Hospital.
When asked how the treatment proceeded, Victoria, noted, “Speaking from the point of view of 
doctors, it was proceeding well.”
"That is, the child responded well to chemotherapy,” she explained, adding that the protocol was 
experimental. "From the parents' point of view, it was terrible and hard. We were in intensive 
care for several days. We were in the hospital for almost a month, and after that we had regular 
visits several times a week, but the most important thing is not visits, not medications, this is that
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life is completely rebuilt. An educational nurse specially came to us, she explained to us that the 
immune system at this moment is very low and we needed to follow a lot of rules.”
Victoria explained that among multiple restrictions they had, for example, to sterilize everything. 
The child couldn’t be scratched as there could be blood poisoning; he could not fall.
"Constant sterilization, constant fear that something can happen to the child and perhaps this is 
the most difficult thing in treatment, that the life obeys this treatment,” she said. "Moreover, there 
were the drugs’ side effects - hormones, chemo are very strong medications from which the legs 
hurt, from which the mood and tastes change. He was constantly nauseous, the child constantly 
vomits, he could hardly walk, he did not want to walk at all, and at first he did not want to eat, 
then he began to overeat everything.”
Victoria went on to recollect that they could not go outside because Sasha’s weakened immune 
system prompted fever, which meant immediately going to the hospital, so for almost the entire 
10 months they decided to just not leave the house. Besides, brain irradiation caused all 
Sasha’s hair to fall out and he lost weight.
Victoria said they got immense support from the doctors. She remembers that in the clinic there 
was a playroom, and the children went there right with their droppers with chemo.
“There they glued or sculpted something and played with cars, and railroad. And the poor 
nurses tried to crawl under the playing child and give them medicine,” she recollected.
Moreover, the hospital organized holidays for children where they received gifts.
“The number of toys that were given to the child during the treatment, I had the feeling that they 
were just pouring on us,” she joked.
Victoria also stressed that the support of the parents' relatives was very important for them.
She shared that Dmitry’s mother quit her job and came to the United States a week after they 
learned of the diagnosis to help translate.
Moreover, they met a Russian nurse who gave them an address of the Russian church and 
soon after Father Victor came to baptize Sasha right at the hospital.
Victoria noted that the priests were coming to their house to bless the water because during the 
treatment, Sasha wanted to drink only the holy water and they came and blessed boxes of 
water.
"The priests came to us, they blessed it and Sasha received communion at home, I can't even 
count how many times they came,” she said. “There was a time when they were coming every 
week. We can say that all the people around us they all supported us as much as they could.” 
While the entire treatment was challenging, Victoria shared that the irradiation of Sasha’s brain 
was one of the most difficult things to accept.
“We somehow broke down internally. It was difficult, it was unexpected for us," Victoria 
recollects. “V\fe even yelled at this radiologist: 'why do we receive radiation for a small child.'” 
Victoria noted that they initially were told that the irradiation would be done after Sasha turns 
three years old, after the brain was formed. And then, unexpectedly it was rescheduled, just a 
few months after the start of treatment.
"He was only two years old. But the doctor said that 'either we are doing it now... and there may 
be side effects, he will not study perfectly well, but I want to have a patient alive who will study 
satisfactory rather than to have a dead patient,'” Victoria said. ’’After that we had no more 
questions.”
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When the doctor announced Sasha’s diagnosis to his parents on February 17, 2011, he also 
told them that the treatment would take 3.5 years.
"It ended on August 21,2014,” Dmitry said. “But I can’t say that during the last chemotherapy 
there was euphoria and joy that the disease has been overcome. Unfortunately, this is not the 
case, because the end of chemotherapy does not mean a return, a full return to normal life.” 
Victoria explained that the port through which the chemo was given gets removed only after a 
month to make sure that the disease does not return without chemotherapy. For another six 
months, the immune system gets restored and all the restrictions remain, she added.
"Lifting all these restrictions is very gradual,” she stressed. “I can say is that when the immune 
system finally recovered, I said that I will no longer sterilize, and my child will eat food that has 
fallen on the floor and no longer wash his hands, and the child will finally be able to do any 
activities, and I will not be afraid that one of the children has snot. That was kind of a joy.”
She said now they can return to normal life.
"Only now, 7 years later," Victoria added. “Only now I can tell this story calmly, without sobbing 
over every word and without interrupting all my words with tears. On the day when the chemo 
port was taken out of Sasha, on August 21,2014, Sasha, a very serious child of 5 and a half 
years old, said very seriously, 'now I am healthy.1”
GOD’S MIRACLE
No one will argue that defeating cancer is a miracle.
“I am convinced that this is a miracle, this miracle was performed by God and the Mother of 
God,” Dmitry said. "This way they brought us to church. Not so long ago, our Father Victor told 
me, ‘Dmitry, admit it, if it weren't for this illness you would hardly have come to church. ”V\fe 
made real friends there, this is our home.”
He shared that Father Victor told about Sasha’s illness to almost everyone in the parish, 
Complete strangers approached them expressing words of support, offering help, gave and 
giving treats.
"\Afe also have a very special relationship with the Hawaiian myrrh-streaming icon,” Dmitry 
shared. “The icon first came a few months after Sasha was diagnosed and Father Nektarios, the 
keeper of this icon gave us a bottle with myrrh , and he does not give it to everyone. Then, he 
regularly gave it to us. During the time that Sasha had treatment, the icon came every few 
months. \Afe thought that this was normal, and only later did I found out that the icon generally 
rarely comes to our church. And each time Nektariy gave us myrrh.”
During the treatment, St. Matrona of Moscow, also helped a lot to Sasha’s family when their 
parents brought the icon from Moscow.
“Once Sasha had the most difficult period of treatment. Sasha, he is generally a calm person, he 
threw a tantrum, and he was 2 years old, he still did not speak very well. And he was shouting 
something, it was late evening, we couldn't put him to bed. His legs hurt,” Dmitry recollects. “He 
shouted: cone, cone, cone. After a very long time, we realized that he was shouting: an icon.
And we gave him the icon of Matronushka. He held it in his hands very tightly and immediately 
fell asleep. And since then, he went to the clinic with this icon every time. Yes, and he squeezed 
it so tightly that we could not even take it out, he slept so all night with this icon, slept without 
waking up.”
Victoria stressed that the most important thing she has to say is that cancer is not a sentence, it 
can be defeated and must be defeated.
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"Your chances are much greater than chances of cancer,” she said. “In our clinic there was a 
banner hanging where they measure vitals, it said, 'if you don’t believe in superheroes, you 
didn't see our children.' And it also said that cancer can change your life, but he cannot break 
you.”
Victoria believes that the most important thing is that their life today is the ordinary life of an 
ordinary family with two children, the second of whom appeared after the disease was defeated. 
"You can understand this ordinary joy of ordinary life when everyone is healthy around you after 
you lived with treatment, medicines, visits and this struggle for life,” she explained. “Now we live 
with children's activities, interests, education, some kind of usual plans for the weekend, on 
vacation. That is, we have an ordinary life with ordinary everyday joys and those who have gone 
through such treatment, they then begin to appreciate it more.”
Sasha grows to be a very intelligent, smart and handsome young man. He is homeschooled. He 
loves his parents, playing with his younger brother in his free time and dreams to become a 
famous chess player.
His father Dmitry describes Sasha as laconic and remembers how once Father Alexander 
Reznikov joked about Sasha, saying that he was happy, as Sasha said three words to him this 
month.
Sasha shared that he is now feeling well.
Fortunately, he doesn’t remember much about the disease except for some moments like being 
taken to the intensive cares but he knows that the God and his parents supported and took care 
of him.
"I was mainly helped by the Mother of God, God, of the saints Matrona of Moscow... relatives, 
friends, doctors,” Sasha said.
When asked what he felt when he was told that the disease was over, Sasha said:
"I don’t remember exactly, but I think that I must have felt some kind of joy that the most difficult, 
most difficult thing has finally ended,” he said.
Sasha shared that he is determined to advance in chess.
"I dream of advancing in chess. I am going to become a famous chess player, grandmaster, 
world chess champion,” he said.
Sasha also shared a message to those currently battling cancer.

"I want to tell them to endure and not give up. If doctors say what needs to be done, then don't 
shy away. I want to say that the doctors usually understand more of what needs to be done,” 
Sasha said. “Perhaps I also want to say that you need to ask for help from God, the Mother of 
God and other gods, if they believe in another religion.”
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RPT - UN on Germany's RT DE Ban: All Countries Should Allow for Free Dissemination of 
Media
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UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United Nations has no comments on Germany 
banning Russia's RT from broadcasting its German-language channel, but wants to see all 
countries allow for media to operate freely, spokesman Farhan Haq told Sputnik.
"I’m not aware of what the relevant laws are, so I have no specific comment. In general, we 
want all countries to allow for the free dissemination of media," Haq said.
On Tuesday, German media regulator MABB officially banned RT DE from broadcasting in 
Germany, saying that the broadcaster did not have the necessary permission. RT DE said it will 
appeal the decision in court.
Moscow has described the ban as an infringement on freedom of speech. On Thursday, Russia 
said that it is closing the local Deutsche Welle bureau and canceling the accreditations of all of 
its employees in a retaliatory move.
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RPT - US Troop Deployments in Europe Counter Diplomacy, Increase Tensions - Expert

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States’ decision to deploy additional troops 
in Europe to deter the alleged Russian aggression against Ukraine completely counters the 
ongoing diplomatic efforts to resolve the crisis and increases tensions in the region, Eurasia 
Center Vice President Earl Rasmussen told Sputnik.
The US Defense Department announced on Wednesday that it would deploy additional troops 
to Poland, Germany and Romania within the next several days. US officials said the deployment 
is designed to reinforce NATO's eastern flank amid the Ukraine crisis.
"This move is completely counter to diplomatic efforts and only acts to increase tensions which 
only leads to a more dangerous situation,” Rasmussen, a retired US Army colonel, said when 
asked to comment on the validity of this measure.
The United States is not taking much care of Ukraine’s or Europe’s security when it solely tries 
to advance its own political objectives, he said.
"The current situation has been created by the \Afest, and more specifically the United States, for 
many reasons, including to distract from domestic issues; contain Russia; limit European and 
Russian cooperation hence limiting European sovereignty and economic development; and 
maintain US hegemony," Rasmussen said.
The new US deployments seek to provoke Russia and while Moscow has no plans to attack 
Ukraine, such a development, here including an escalation in the Donbas, may force Kremlin to 
take appropriate reciprocal defensive actions, Rasmussen said.
“These actions will increase tensions, however I do not think Russia will launch any attack," he 
said.
Rasmussen noted that most of the Russian troops are currently stationed in established bases 
hundreds of kilometers away from the border with Ukraine.
The appropriate approach would be for Europe to stand up for its own interests and for Ukraine 
should implement the Minsk agreements, he said.
"Both Ukraine and Europe need to seek a rapprochement with Russia,” Rasmussen added.
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The situation regarding Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States accused Russia of a troop build-up near the border with Ukraine and of allegedly 
preparing an invasion. Russia has repeatedly denied the accusations, saying it does not plan to 
attack any country, including Ukraine, but reserves the right to move troops within its sovereign 
territory,
Russia has pointed to NATO's military activities near Russia’s borders and warned the alliance's 
plans to expand further eastward are a threat to its national security.
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US Imposes Visa Restrictions on Belarusian Nationals Under 'Khashoggi Ban' - Blinken 
(Updates with details, background in paras 3-6)
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States imposed visa restrictions on multiple 
Belarusian nationals for their alleged role in serious counter-dissident activities, US Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken said in a statement.
"The Department of State is imposing visa restrictions on Belarusian nationals under the 
'Khashoggi Ban,' a tool the Administration announced last year to counter transnational 
repression," Blinken said on Thursday. "Today’s actions target multiple Belarusian nationals for 
their involvement in serious, extraterritorial counter-dissident activity."
The State Department had yet to respond to Sputnik's request for names and the number of 
individuals designated by the time of publication.
Blinken said this action is the latest in the US administration's effort to respond to repression 
against journalists, activists, and dissidents. The Secretary highlighted the controversy involving 
Belarusian Olympian Krystsina Tsimanouskaya during the summer Olympics in Tokyo last year. 
Timanovskaya was to compete in the women's 100 meter and 200 meter relays during the 
Tokyo Olympic Games in August 2021. She was called back from the Olympics after the 
Belarusian sports authorities entered her in the 4x400m relay without her consent. Belarus said 
it was concerned about her mental health, but Timanovskaya argued that the authorities tried to 
send her back to cover up their poor performance.
The athlete refused to return home. Poland has since granted humanitarian visas to 
Timanovskaya and her husband.
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US Imposes Visa Restrictions on Belarusian Nationals Under ’Khashoggi Ban' - Blinken

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States imposed visa restrictions on multiple 
Belarusian nationals for their alleged role in serious counter-dissident activities, US Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken said in a statement.
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"The Department of State is imposing visa restrictions on Belarusian nationals under the 
'Khashoggi Ban,' a tool the Administration announced last year to counter transnational 
repression," Blinken said on Thursday. "Today’s actions target multiple Belarusian nationals for 
their involvement in serious, extraterritorial counter-dissident activity."
The US has yet to reveal names and the exact number of those targeted.
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Blinken, Slovak Defense Chief Sign Security Cooperation Agreement in Washington Ceremony 
(Update adds background, details in paras 4-7)
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Slovak 
Defense Minister Jaroslav Nad delivered remarks on the two countries’ history of partnership 
before signing a new defense cooperation agreement during a ceremony in \Afeshington.
"This agreement makes it easier for our militaries to coordinate on common defensive efforts, 
like conducting joint training, exercises. It will create more regular consultation between our 
countries on threats to our people, to international peace and security," Blinken said during the 
signing ceremony on Thursday.
Blinken in brief remarks said the agreement will not create permanent US military bases in 
Slovakia or authorize the permanent presence of US forces in the country. The Slovak 
government will also have to approve the agreement before final implementation, he added.
Nad said during his remarks prior to the signing said the agreement also demonstrates the US 
and Slovakia’s shared commitment to trans-Atlantic security as NATO allies.
On Monday, Prime Minister Eduard Heger said Slovakia is ready to support strengthening NATO 
in Eastern Europe if the Slovak and European interests call for it.
The agreement will enable the US to use several Slovak military airfields and bases free of 
charge for 10 years, with the possibility of extension and provides $100 million for the 
modernization of Slovak defense infrastructure, according to earlier reports.
Slovak opposition parties have protested the agreement, claiming inconsistencies with Slovak 
national law and requesting review by the country’s Constitutional Court.
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Blinken, Slovak Defense Chief Sign Security Cooperation Agreement in Washington Ceremony

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Slovak 
Defense Minister Jaroslav Nad delivered remarks on the two countries’ history of partnership 
before signing a new defense cooperation agreement during a ceremony in Washington.
"This agreement makes it easier for our militaries to coordinate on common defensive efforts, 
like conducting joint training, exercises. It will create more regular consultation between our
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countries on threats to our people, to international peace and security," Blinken said during the 
signing ceremony on Thursday.
Blinken in brief remarks said the agreement will not create permanent US military bases in 
Slovakia or authorize the permanent presence of US forces in the country. The Slovak 
government will also have to approve the agreement before final implementation, he added.
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Biden Admin. Approves $23Mln IT Terminals Sale to Saudi Arabia - Defense Security Agency

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration has approved a more than $23 
million sale of Information Technology (IT) distribution terminals to Saudi Arabia, the Defense 
Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) announced in a press release.
“The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia of Multifunctional Information Distribution System-Low Volume 
Terminals (MIDS-LVT) and related equipment for an estimated cost of $23.7 million," the release 
said on Thursday.
The agency delivered the required certification notifying Congress of the possible sale earlier on 
Thursday, the release said.
“The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has requested to buy 31... MIDS-LVT Block Upgrade 2 (BU2) 
that will be added to a previously implemented case,” the release said.
Previously, the Saudis had applied to purchase eleven MIDS-LVT Block Upgrade 1, the release 
also said.
"Therefore, this notification is for a total of eleven MIDS-LVT Block Upgrade 1 (BU1) and 
MIDS-LVT Block Upgrade 2 (BU2)," the release added.
Also included in the approval are the sales of communications equipment; support equipment; 
engineering and technical support and assistance; training; and other related elements of 
logistics and program support, according to the release.
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US Troop Deployments in Europe Counter Diplomacy, Increase Tensions - Expert

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States’ decision to deploy additional troops 
in Europe to deter the alleged Russian aggression against Ukraine completely counters the 
ongoing diplomatic efforts to resolve the crisis and increases tensions in the region, Eurasia 
Center Vice President Earl Rasmussen told Sputnik.
The US Defense Department announced on Wednesday that it would deploy additional troops 
to Poland, Germany and Romania within the next several days. US officials said the deployment 
is designed to reinforce NATO's eastern flank amid the Ukraine crisis.
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"This move is completely counter to diplomatic efforts and only acts to increase tensions which 
only leads to a more dangerous situation,” Rasmussen, a retired US Army colonel, said when 
asked to comment on the validity of this measure.
The United States is not taking much care of Ukraine’s or Europe’s security when it solely tries 
to advance its own political objectives, he said.
"The current situation has been created by the West, and more specifically the United States, for 
many reasons, including to distract from domestic issues; contain Russia; limit European and 
Russian cooperation hence limiting European sovereignty and economic development; and 
maintain US hegemony,” Rasmussen said.
The new US deployments seek to provoke Russia and while Moscow has no plans to attack 
Ukraine, such a development, here including an escalation in the Donbas, may force Kremlin to 
take appropriate reciprocal defensive actions, Rasmussen said.
“These actions will increase tensions, however I do not think Russia will launch any attack," he 
said.
Rasmussen noted that most of the Russian troops are currently stationed in established bases 
hundreds of kilometers away from the border with Ukraine.
The appropriate approach would be for Europe to stand up for its own interests and for Ukraine 
should implement the Minsk agreements, he said.
“Both Ukraine and Europe need to seek a rapprochement with Russia,” Rasmussen added.
The situation regarding Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States accused Russia of a troop build-up near the border with Ukraine and of allegedly 
preparing an invasion. Russia has repeatedly denied the accusations, saying it does not plan to 
attack any country, including Ukraine, but reserves the right to move troops within its sovereign 
territory,
Russia has pointed to NATO's military activities near Russia’s borders and warned the alliance’s 
plans to expand further eastward are a threat to its national security.
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US Approves $65Mln Patriot, THAAD Anti-Missile Defense Deal With UAE - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration has approved the sale of $65 
million of spare parts for Patriot radars and Terminal High Altitude Area Defense systems to the 
United Arab Republic (UAE), the Defense Security Cooperation Agency announced in a press 
release.
"The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to 
the United Arab Emirates of Foreign Military Sales Order (FMSO) II Case and related equipment 
for an estimated cost of $65 million," the release said on Thursday.
The agency delivered the required certification notifying Congress of the possible sale also on 
Thursday, the release said.
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"The UAE has requested to buy... common spares/repair parts to support [its] Homing All the 
Wby Killer (HAWK), Phased Array Tracking Radar to Intercept on Target (PATRIOT) and 
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) weapon systems," the release added.
An earlier FMS case, valued at $30 million, provided the initial requirement and the amended 
FMS case would extend the funding to cover an additional three years raising the estimated 
total case value to $65 million, according to the release.
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US Stocks Skid During Worst Day for Nasdaq in 16 Months After Meta Meltdown

NEW YORK, February 3 (Sputnik) - US stocks fell sharply on Thursday with the Big Tech sector 
posting its worst loss in 16 months as weak earnings at Face book’s parent company escalated 
a selloff that began on concerns about impending interest rate hikes and conducting business in 
a post-COVID-19 world.
Face book, one of the biggest names on the Nasdaq Composite index that serves as Wall 
Street’s tech marquee, saw its parent company Meta Holdings post disappointing earnings for 
the fourth quarter that wiped 26% off its share price and more than $200 billion off its market 
value.
The reverberations from Meta sent the entire tech sector into a tailspin, causing Nasdaq to close 
down 3.7% - the largest one-day loss for the index since October 2020. This outcome took 
place despite estimates-beating quarterly earnings posted by Amazon, the world’s largest 
e-commerce retailer and another Nasdaq stalwart.
"Facebook's discouraging earnings sent large parts of technology stocks down, especially social 
media companies,” Ed Moya, analyst at online trading platform OANDA, said. "US stocks seem 
poised to have a tug-of-war here over uncertainty with the economic backdrop and as the Fed 
reaction to surging pricing pressures will take a couple more months. Volatility will remain 
elevated until we get past the March FOMC decision.”
The Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates for the first time in March, ending two 
years of near zero lending rates that along with trillions of dollars of pandemic relief support, has 
left the US economy with its worst inflation in 40 years.
US tech stocks have particularly been hit by the impending actions of the Federal Reserve as 
they typically have higher gearing or borrowings and may find loans costlier to service - a 
potential burden on the bottom line. Investors have thus started expecting better earnings from 
highly-valued tech companies, something not all have been able to deliver in the latest quarter.
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US Approves $4,2Bln Possible Sale of F-16 Jets, Equipment to Jordan - Pentagon
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WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States approved a potential $4.2 billion arms 
sale to Jordan that consists of 16 F-16 fighter jets, ammunition, radar, and other lethal 
equipment, the US Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) said.
"The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to 
the Government of Jordan of F-16 C/D Block 70 Aircraft and related equipment for an estimated 
cost of $4.21 billion," the DSCA said in a press release on Thursday.
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UPDATE - US Welcomes Defense Cooperation Between Turkey, Ukraine - State Dept.
(Adds Price remarks in paras 4-5)
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States welcomes defense cooperation 
between Turkey and Ukraine, State Department spokesman Ned Price said.
On Thursday, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with his Ukrainian counterpart, 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in Kiev. The sides inked a deal that provides for significant expansion of 
production of Bayraktar drones in Ukraine, Zelenskyy said. Ukraine uses Turkish-made 
Bayraktar unmanned attack vehicles in its military operation against the breakaway 
Russian-speaking region of Donbas.
"We know that President Erdogan is visiting Kiev and that defense cooperation between the 
NATO ally, Turkey, and Ukraine ... we think that it bolsters regional stability and Ukraine's ability 
to defend itself," Price told a briefing on Thursday.
The US broadly encourages partners and allies to provide security assistance to Ukraine to 
"resist further Russian aggression and deter a potential Russian invasion," he said.
"At the same time we strongly advocate for the appropriate use of defense equipment in 
accordance with the laws of armed conflict and in a manner that avoids civilian harm," Price 
added.
Tensions over Ukraine escalated in recent months as the West accused Russia of preparing an 
invasion, citing a troop buildup near the common border. Moscow says it has no intention of 
attacking anyone, pointing to NATO’s military activities in Eastern Europe as a threat to national 
security.
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SPUTNIKTOP STORIES OF THE DAY 
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik)

US STRIKE AGAINST ISLAMIC STATE IN SYRIA
* The United States eliminated Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, the leader of the Islamic 
State terrorist group (banned in Russia), in a military operation in northwestern Syria, President 
Joe Biden said on Thursday.
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* Al-Qurayshi killed his family with a bomb during a US-led anti-terrorist operation targeting him 
in Syria, a senior Biden administration official told journalists.
* The United States operation to eliminate al-Qurayshi in Syria resulted in 13 deaths, including 
six children, a spokesman of the Turkey-backed Syrian National Army (SNA) told Sputnik.
* An investigation should be conducted if the information about civilian casualties during the US 
military operation in Syria is confirmed, the Russian Foreign Ministry said.

PUTIN-MACRON TALKS
* Russian President Vladimir Putin and his French counterpart Emmanuel Macron discussed by 
telephone the situation in Ukraine as well as Russia’s proposals on security guarantees, the 
Kremlin said on Thursday.

UKRAINE DEVELOPMENTS
* Russian Permanent Representative to the European Union Vladimir Chizhov on Thursday 
condemned the Pentagon’s statement about possessing alleged information that Moscow aims 
to fabricate a pretext to invade Ukraine, including by using a staged video of an attack.
* US Assistant Secretary Karen Donfried warned Belarus that there would be "consequences" 
for the country if it decides to take part in Russia's alleged plans to invade Ukraine, the US State 
Department said.
* European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen expressed hope on Thursday that new 
sanctions by the EU against Russia over the situation around Ukraine would not be required.

GERMANY CENSORS RT DE
* Moscow will draw up a list of representatives of agencies involved in blocking the RT DE 
channel in Germany and they will be banned from entering Russia, the Russian Foreign Ministry 
said on Thursday.
* Russia has closed the Deutsche Welle’s bureau and annulled the accreditation of its 
employees in response to Germany banning RT DE, the Russian Foreign Ministry said.
* German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock made proposals during her visit to Moscow 
about how to solve the crisis regarding the RT DE media outlet in Germany, but Berlin has 
refused to discuss them, a source from the Russian Foreign Ministry told Sputnik.
* Deutsche Welle Moscow bureau chief Yuri Resheto said he received an official notification 
from the Russian Foreign Ministry on the need to shut down the office by Friday morning and 
hand over the accreditations of all employees.
* Russia’s measures against Deutsche Welle are groundless and bring tensions to 
Berlin-Moscow relations, the German Foreign Ministry said in a statement.

BELARUS-UKRAINE DISPUTE
* The Belarusian Defense Ministry said on Thursday it had summoned the Ukrainian military 
attache over increase in cases of illegal border crossing and called on Kiev to look into the 
incident of illegal drone surveillance.
* The Belarusian foreign ministry said that it had lodged a protest with Ukrainian Ambassador 
Ihor Kyzym in connection with the launch of a drone from the Ukrainian side to Belarusian 
territory for reconnaissance in late January.
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ARGENTINA-RUSSIA RELATIONS
* Argentina's large external debt has arose largely because of the United States, so Buenos 
Aires needs to get rid of dependence on Washington and open up new opportunities in 
cooperation with Russia, President Alberto Fernandez said on Thursday.
* Argentina's large external debt has arose largely because of the United States, so Buenos 
Aires needs to get rid of dependence on Washington and open up new opportunities in 
cooperation with Russia, Fernandez said.
* Russian President Vladimir Putin announced that he would go to the Olympics in Beijing along 
with Fernandez.
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Biden Says US Launching Major Initiative to Reduce Gun Violence

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States is launching a new major initiative to 
reduce gun violence in the country, President Joe Biden said on Thursday.
"Today, the Department [of Justice] is launching intensified National Ghost Gun Enforcement 
Initiative to deter criminals from using weapons," Biden said in New York City at a meeting with 
federal and state officials.
He noted that Attorney General Merrick Garland directed all attorneys in the country to prioritize 
combating gun trafficking within the country.
The White House explained in a separate statement that the federal government will cooperate 
with state and local law enforcement to address the most significant sources of violence in each 

area.
The administration expressed commitment to deploy additional personnel and resources to 
strengthen ability to crack down on so-called Iron Pipeline - the illegal flow of guns circulating 
across the country, along with other firearms trafficking.
In addition, US authorities are going to pursue illegal gun sellers by prioritizing federal 
prosecutions of those who criminally sell or transfer firearms that are used in violent crimes, the 
White House added.
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US Has Not Received Response From N. Korea to Resume Denuclearization Talks - State 
Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States continues to receive no affirmative 
response from North Korea to resume denuclearization talks, State Department spokesperson 
Ned Price said on Thursday.
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"\Afe have no hostile intent, we are open to diplomacy, we have not yet received an affirmative 
response from the DPRK [North Korea]," Price said during a press briefing.
Price added that the Biden administration continues to coordinate closely with South Korea, 
Japan, and US partners in the Indo-Pacific region and around the world who support 
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula.
North Korea launched a Hwasong-12 ballistic missile with a range of 4,500 kilometers (2,796 
miles) on Sunday, making it the longest-range missile tested by Pyongyang since 2017. The 
launch became North Korea's seventh this year.
The United Nations Security Council is scheduled to address North Korea's latest ballistic 
missile launch during a meeting on Friday.
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US Crude Tops $90 Per Barrel for First Time Since 2014

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The price of US crude topped $90 per barrel for the first 
time since 2014, joining global oil benchmark Brent that hit the milestone a week earlier due to a 
boom in energy markets fed by the economic recovery.
The US crude’s West Texas Intermediate benchmark (WTI), hit an intraday high of $90.35 
before settling Thursday’s trade at $90.27, up 2.3% on the day. The last time the New 
York-traded WTI was above $90 was in October 2014, before a glut of oil from the US fracking 
revolution began depressing prices.
The London-traded Brent, the price-setter for oil outside of the United States, rose to as high as 
91.18 per barrel before settling at $91.11, up $1.64 or 1.8%.
Oil prices have rallied for seven straight weeks with few stops, spurred by fewer cases and 
worrying headlines of COVID-19 across the world. At the height of the demand destruction to oil 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic measures in April of 2020, WTI fell to a historic negative 
pricing of minus $40 per barrel. However, it gained 26% since mid-December alone.
Aside from economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic, crude prices have also been 
boosted by supply inadequacies emanating from under-investment on oil fields during the 
pandemic.
Stories of supply disruptions in oil producing countries have also added fervor to a market 
already hyped up on talk that the world might run short of crude barrels in the next few months 
as peak summer demand for energy approaches.
Thursday's run-up in WTI and Brent came after an oil production and storage vessel exploded 
off the coast of Nigeria while Libya's National Oil Corporation halted exports of crude from six 
ports due to bad weather.
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US Welcomes Defense Cooperation Between Turkey, Ukraine - State Dept.
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WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States welcomes defense cooperation 
between Turkey and Ukraine, State Department spokesman Ned Price said on Thursday.
Earlier in the day, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with his Ukrainian counterpart, 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in Kiev. The sides inked a deal that provides for significant expansion of 
production of Bayraktar drones in Ukraine, Zelenskyy said. Ukraine uses Turkish-made 
Bayraktar unmanned attack vehicles in its military operation against the breakaway 
Russian-speaking region of Donbas.
"\Ne know that President Erdogan is visiting Kiev and that defense cooperation between the 
NATO ally, Turkey, and Ukraine ... we think that it bolsters regional stability and Ukraine's ability 
to defend itself," Price told a briefing.
Tensions over Ukraine escalated in recent months as Kiev and the West have accused Russia 
of preparing an invasion, citing a troop buildup near the common border. Moscow says it has no 
intention of attacking anyone, pointing to NATO’s military activities in Eastern Europe as a threat 
to national security.
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State Dept. Says Confident in Declassified Info After Claiming Russia Planning Provocation

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US State Department spokesperson Ned Price, when 
asked to provide specific evidence alleging Russia is fabricating a propaganda video to invade 
Ukraine, said the United States declassifies information when they are confident in the findings. 
"[Wjhen we make intelligence information we do so in a way that protects sensitive sources and 
methods, you also know that... we declassify information only when we're confident in that 
information," Price said during a press briefing on Thursday.
Price, when pressed to provide specific evidence to back the US administration's claims Russia 
is preparing false-flag operations, said that the public announcement is evidence because it is 
based on intelligence information that was declassified.
The Biden administration claims Russia is allegedly preparing a propaganda video that will 
support a false-flag operation to justify an invasion in Ukraine.
The precarious situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after 
Russia was accused of building up troops near the Ukrainian border and allegedly preparing for 
an invasion. Moscow has denied the accusations, pointing to NATO's military activity near 
Russian borders, which it deems a threat to its national security.
Moscow has replied that it has the right to move troops within its national territory and that it is 
not threatening anyone.
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UN Chief Condemns Deadly Attack on Camp for Displaced People in DR of Congo

UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres denounces 
the attack on a camp for internally displaced people in the east of the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC) that left dozens of civilians killed, spokesman Farhan Haq said on Thursday. 
On February 2, militants from the Cooperative for the Development of the Congo (CODECO) 
militia group, armed with machetes and other weapons, attacked civilians in the Savo 
displacement camp in Ituri Province of the DRC.
"The Secretary-General strongly condemns the attacks by CODECO militias on the Savo camp 
for internally displaced persons in Ituri province, the Democratic Republic of the Congo," Haq 
said in a statement.
He added that at least 58 civilians were killed and 36 injured in the attack.
The UN Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) conducted 
joint operations with the armed forces of the DRC following the attack and pushed the assailants 
out of the area, Haq said.
The spokesman also pointed out that Guterres noted the "reprehensible" nature of the attack 
against civilians already displaced by conflict and urged the Congolese authorities to investigate 
it and bring the perpetrators to justice.
The DRC is currently facing a variety of rebel and militant groups operating in the eastern part of 
the country. CODECO operates in the province of Ituri with its militia composed of 
representatives of the Lendu people.
The agricultural Lendu and pastoralist Hema ethnic groups in Ituri have been fighting each other 
over scarcity of land for decades.
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US Has Array of Tools If Chinese Companies Evade Export Controls on Russia - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States has an array of tools it can deploy if 
companies, including in China, try to evade export controls on Russia, State Department 
spokesman Ned Price said on Thursday.
"We have an array of tools that we can deploy if we see companies including those in China 
doing their best to backfill US export control actions, to evade and get around them. We have 
tools that can address that," Price told reporters.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Chinese Foreign Minister Wbng Yi had a discussion on 
the potential implications of Russian "aggressive actions" against Ukraine during their recent 
conversation, Price added.
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At Least Four Civilians Killed During US Operation to Eliminate IS Leader in Syria

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The US operation to eliminate the leader of the Islamic 
State terror group (banned in Russia), Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, in Syria resulted in 
at least three children and one adult civilian killed, Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby said on 
Thursday during a press briefing.
Earlier in the day, President Joe Biden announced that the US eliminated al-Qurayshi in a 
military operation in northwestern Syria last night. Biden added that all Americans have returned 
safely from the operation.
"\Ne know that when he [al-Qurayshi] blew himself up on the third floor, three others went with 
him," Kirby said, noting that these were al-Qurayshi's wife and their two children. "And we know 
of at least one child that was killed on the second floor."
The IS leader refused to surrender himself after the US forces got to the site and called out 
everyone in the house to give them an opportunity to leave peacefully, Kirby clarified.
Kirby noted that it required the US military to run two analyses - DNAand fingerprints - to 
identify the body of al-Qurayshi following a massive explosion.
While this was a US operation planned for months and that was conducted by US forces only, 
the American military command conducted "appropriate" deconfliction ahead of the operation as 
it always does in this part of Syria to ensure the operation could proceed safely, Kirby added. 
Besides the four victims of the operation, the US forces managed to safely evacuate ten 
individuals, six from the first floor - an adult male and female and four children - and four more 
children from the second floor, Kirby said and added there is nobody in US custody as a result 
of the raid.
When the operation was coming to an end, the US military was confronted by a small group of 
individuals who were deemed as hostile and two of them were killed, Kirby said.
The Pentagon spokesperson confirmed that one of the military helicopters used during the 
operation suffered a mechanical failure. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, Commander of US Central 
Command, made a decision to abandon and destroy the helicopter by detonating it.
"\Ne should all be happy he [al-Qurayshi] is no longer walking on the face of the earth," Kirby 
concluded.
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US Woman Accused of Leading Female IS Wing Detained Until Further Proceedings - Judge

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - A US woman accused of leading an all-female battalion 
of the Islamic State terror group (IS, banned in Russia) will be detained prior to future court 
proceedings due to an inability to ensure her appearance or the safety of the community, Judge 
Ivan Davis said on Thursday.
Davis ordered Allison Fluke-Ekren detained while she awaits future legal proceedings in the 
case against her for allegedly leading an all-female wing of IS in Syria.
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Fluke-Ekren, a 42-year old former resident of Kansas, is accused of recruiting new members for 
the terror group, training women and children in the use of automatic weapons and explosive 
suicide devices, and planning future attacks against US soil, according to the Justice 
Department.
Fluke-Ekren is also alleged to have provided other services and support to IS, including 
providing lodging to militants and translating speeches made by the terror group’s leaders, the 
Justice Department said.
Charges of providing material support to a terrorist organization bring a possible sentence of up 
to 20 years in prison if convicted.
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US Raid in Syria Aimed to Capture, Not Kill IS Leader - CENTCOM Commander

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The US raid in northwest Syria was aimed at capturing 
Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, the leader of the Islamic State terror group (banned in 
Russia), not killing him, CENTCOM commander Gen. Kenneth McKenzie said on Thursday.
"US special forces under the operational command of the US Central Command conducted a 
long range helicopter raid in the northwest Syria near Idlib to capture the leader of ISIS, and I 
say capture the leader of ISIS. That was the intent of the mission," McKenzie said.
The US operation conducted on Wednesday to eliminate Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi in 
Syria’s Idlib killed 13 people, including six children, according to a spokesman for the 
Turkey-backed Syrian National Army. The Pentagon said the terrorist caused an explosion, 
killing himself and his family members.
UN spokesman Farhan Haq told a press briefing on Thursday that the United Nations is 
concerned about reported civilian casualties resulting from the US operation in Syria and 
believes it is important to conduct an investigation.
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Falcon 9 Booster Launches 49 Starlink Communications Satellites Into Orbit - SpaceX

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The SpaceX Company successfully launched 49 
additional Starlink mini-communications satellites into orbit on a Falcon 9 rocket from the 
Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida with a live podcast of the event on Thursday. 
Liftoff occurred on schedule at 1:13 p.m. EST (6:13 p.m. GMT) with the second stage separating 
and igniting as planned.
On January 7, SpaceX successfully launched a Falcon 9 rocket carrying 49 earlier Starlink 
communications satellites into space. Previously, on December 10, SpaceX launched 52 
Starlink mini-satellites into Earth orbit.
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The Starlink project seeks to provide more affordable access to broadband internet connection 
across the world. In 2021, SpaceX set a new company record for the greatest number of rocket 
launches in a year with 31 missions.
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US Troops Start Deploying to Europe Over Ukraine Crisis ~ Reports

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - About 2,000 US troops boarded military transport aircraft 
at Fort Bragg in North Carolina on Thursday to deploy to NATO countries in Europe in response 
to the Ukraine crisis, CBS reported on Thursday.
On Wednesday, the Pentagon announced plans to deploy an additional 2,000 troops from the 
US to Eastern Europe over the next few days. Most of the 2,000 troops will deploy to Poland, 
and some 1,000 troops stationed in Germany will relocate to Romania.
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US House Speaker Says Congress Must Move Quickly on Russia Sanctions Bill

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Congress needs to move quickly to have sanctions 
in place to impose on the Russians if they invade Ukraine, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told a 
Capitol Hill press conference on Thursday.
Earlier on Thursday, Senator Jeanne Shaheen said the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
was close to agreement on legislation that would impose preemptive sanctions on Russia over 
the Ukraine crisis.
"I think it is important for us to use the sanctions if the Russians strike," Pelosi said. "Wfe want to 
move quickly on these."
Pelosi said the House should be as close to the Senate bill as possible so there is no delay in 
getting the legislation to the president's desk.
Pelosi said the sanctions have to be imposed if Ukraine is invaded because Russia has to feel 
"pain."
The situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States and its allies accused Russia of preparing to invade its neighbor. Russia has repeatedly 
denied having plans to attack any country, but said it reserves the right to move troops inside its 
sovereign territory as it sees fit. Russia has also warned that NATO’s plans to expand further 
eastward, including in Ukraine, represent a threat to its national security.
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Pentagon Claims Russia to Stage Attack by Ukrainian Military to Use as Excuse for Invasion 
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Russia is planning to stage an attack by the Ukrainian 
military against the Russian population in eastern Ukraine to use it as a pretext for an incursion 
into the country, Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby said on Thursday.
”We do have information that the Russians are likely to want to fabricate a pretext for an 
invasion. One option is the Russian government is planning to stage a fake attack by Ukrainian 
military or intelligence forces against Russian sovereign territory or against Russian speaking 
people to therefore justify their action," Kirby said during a press briefing.
The Pentagon believes Russia is going to produce some graphic propaganda video, which 
would contain corpses and actors depicting mourners, destroyed locations and military 
equipment, Kirby said.
He added that it is among Russia’s plans to make some of the destroyed equipment look like it 
was supplied by the \Afest.
The Pentagon press secretary did not provide any evidence to support the allegations.
The situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States and its allies accused Russia of preparing to invade its neighbor. Russia has repeatedly 
denied having plans to attack any country, but said it reserves the right to move troops inside its 
sovereign territory as it sees fit. Russia has also warned that NATO’s plans to expand further 
eastward, including in Ukraine, represent a threat to its national security.
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US to Work to Prevent Russia From Injecting Ukraine Conflict Into Latin America - Official

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Russian efforts to destabilize the Western Hemisphere 
or inject the Ukraine conflict into the region are unacceptable and the United States will work 
with its partners in Latin America to prevent it, US Assistant Secretary of State Brian Nichols 
said on Thursday during a US House of Representatives subcommittee hearing.
"I hesitate to respond to every instance of Russian bluster. Let me be clear that efforts to 
destabilize our hemisphere or to inject conflict from Ukraine to the Western Hemisphere [are] 
unacceptable, and we will work with our partners throughout the hemisphere to prevent that,” 
Nichols said.
When asked to list countries in Latin America that might be receptive to hosting Russian 
elements, Nichols named Nicaragua, Venezuela and Cuba.
The situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States and its allies accused Russia of preparing to invade its neighbor. Russia has repeatedly 
denied having plans to attack any country, but said it reserves the right to move troops inside its 
sovereign territory as it sees fit. Russia has also warned that NATO's plans to expand further 
eastward, including in Ukraine, represent a threat to its national security.
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US Border Patrol Agents Shot at From Mexico While Patrolling in Texas - Spokesperson

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Border Patrol agents working at the southern US border 
came under gunfire from mexico earlier this week, a Customs and Border Protection (CBP) 
spokesperson said on Thursday.
"On February 2, 2022, at approximately 6:00 pm CST [Central Time], Rio Grande Valley Sector 
Border Patrol agents responded to a report of suspected migrants near Fronton, Texas," the 
spokesperson said. "Responding agents reported shots fired from Mexico."
State and local law enforcement officers, including additional Border Patrol agents, responded 
to the scene, the spokesperson also said.
The spokesperson added that the FBI and CBP are looking into the incident and will provide 
more information to the public when it becomes available.
A Fox News correspondent, citing multiple law enforcement sources, said via Twitter that Border 
Patrol agents returned gunfire and no one was hit in the incident. The agents were part of the 
Border Patrol Special Operations Group, the reporter added.
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Pentagon Says No Decision Has Been Made to Probe Operation Against IS Leader

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - No decision has been made yet to review the raid 
against the leader of the Islamic State terrorist group (banned in Russia) who was killed while 
detonating an explosive device during a US operation against him in Syria, Pentagon 
spokesman John Kirby said on Thursday,
"There's been no decision to do a review or investigation of the operation results right now," 
Kirby told reporters.
Earlier, Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin in a statement said the US "will take a look" at the 
possibility the raid may have resulted in harm to innocent people.
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UN Concerned by Clashes in Eastern Colombia, Calls for Ceasing Violence - Spokesperson

UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United Nations is concerned by the increase in 
violence in eastern Colombia and calls on the National Liberation Army (ELN) and the
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Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) to cease fighting, United Nations 
spokesperson Farhan Haq said on Thursday.
"We are concerned about the increase of violence and we will need to see what can be done to 
help those who have been displaced by the fighting,” Haq said during a press briefing. "In the 
meantime, of course, we are asking for the fighting to cease.”
Since the beginning of January, ELN and dissidents of the 10th Front of the FARC, who rejected 
the 2016 Peace Agreement in Colombia, have engaged in a military confrontation in the Arauca 
region on Colombia's border with Venezuela.
FARC was created in 1964 as a left-wing armed force operating against the Colombian 
government. In 2017, after a disarmament process, it became a political party and changed its 
name to Common Alternative Revolutionary Force. However, in August of 2019, former FARC 
leader Ivan Marquez declared his return to armed struggle.
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US Conducted Appropriate Deconfliction Ahead of Killing IS Leader in Syria - Pentagon

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States conducted the appropriate timely 
deconfliction ahead of its "elimination operation" in Syria that resulted in the killing of Abu 
Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, the leader of the Islamic State terror group (banned in Russia) 
leader, Defense Department spokesperson John Kirby said on Thursday.
"[Ajppropriate deconfliction at the appropriate time was conducted in order to make sure that 
this operation could proceed safely,” Kirby told a press briefing. “Appropriate deconfliction as 
happens in that part of Syria was conducted in this case.”
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Pentagon to ‘Look at1 Whether Syria Raid Harmed Innocent People - Austin

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The Pentagon will look into whether the US operation 
against the leader of the Islamic State terrorist group (IS, banned in Russia) in Syria harmed 
any innocent people, Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III said on Thursday.
“This operation was specifically designed and conducted in a manner to minimize civilian 
casualties. V\fe know that al-Qurayshi and others at his compound directly caused the deaths of 
women and children last night," Austin said. “But, given the complexity of this mission, we will 
take a look at the possibility our actions may also have resulted in harm to innocent people.”
The US operation conducted on Wednesday to eliminate Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi in 
Syria's Idlib killed 13 people, including six children, according to a spokesman for the 
Turkey-backed Syrian National Army. The Pentagon said the terrorist caused an explosion, 
killing himself and his family members.
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UN spokesman Farhan Haq told a press briefing on Thursday that the United Nations is 
concerned about reported civilian casualties resulting from the US operation in Syria and 
believes it is important to conduct an investigation.
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UN Welcomes Turkey’s Offer to Mediate Peace Talks Between Russia, Ukraine - Spokesperson

UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United Nations has welcomed the offer by 
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to organize a meeting with the Presidents of Ukraine 
and Russia to help mediate the crisis, United Nations spokesperson Farhan Haq said on 
Thursday.
Earlier in the day, Erdogan met with his Ukrainian counterpart Volodymyr Zelenskyy in Kiev and 
said he was ready to host a meeting between the leaders of Russia and Ukraine to resolve the 
crisis.
“Regarding all the various offers of help from countries, including from Turkey, we encourage 
different countries to help resolve the tensions,” Haq said during a press briefing.
Haq also said the United Nations wanted to see all the key parties, including Russia and the 
United States, continue engaging in dialogue to settle any differences peacefully.
The situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States and its allies accused Russia of preparing to invade its neighbor. Russia has repeatedly 
denied having plans to attack any country, including Ukraine, but said it reserves the right to 
move troops inside its sovereign territory as it sees fit. Russia has also warned that NATO’s 
plans to expand further eastward represent a threat to its national security.
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Three Civilians Killed When IS Leader Detonated Explosive Device - Pentagon

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Three civilians were killed as a result of Abu Ibrahim 
al-Hashimi al-Ourayshi, the leader of the Islamic State terrorist group (banned in Russia), 
detonating an explosive device during an US raid against him in Syria, Pentagon spokesman 
John Kirby said on Thursday, adding that 10 individuals were evacuated.
Earlier in the day, President Joe Biden announced that the US eliminated al-Qurayshi in a 
military operation in northwestern Syria last night. Biden added that all Americans have returned 
safely from the operation.
"Three innocent civilians were killed," Kirby said, noting that these were al-Qurayshi's wife and 
their two children.
Kirby added that "the calculated efforts" of the US forces "succeeded in protecting more than 10 
women, children and babies."
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US Sending Temporary Officers to Havana Embassy to Increase Visa Processing - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States will temporarily send consular officers 
to the embassy in Havana to increase visa processing there, Assistant Secretary of State for the 
Western Hemisphere Brian Nichols said on Thursday.
"The President announced our intent to resume on-island visa services. Ws’re working towards 
that, and we’ll be deploying temporary duty consular officers to Havana in the not-too-distant 
future and increasing processing there," Nichols said during questioning by the House Foreign 
Affairs Committee.
The Remittances Working Group has also provided the White House with recommendations on 
ways to expand remittances in Cuba without funding the Cuban military, Nichols added.
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UN Says Important to Investigate Reports of Civilian Deaths in US Raid Against IS Leader

UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United Nations is concerned about reported 
civilian casualties resulting from the US operation against the leader of the Islamic State terrorist 
group (IS, banned in Russia) in Syria and believes it is important to conduct an investigation, 
spokesman Farhan Haq told a press briefing on Thursday.
The US operation conducted on Wednesday to eliminate Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Gurayshi in 
Syria’s Idlib killed 13 people, including six children, according to a spokesman for the 
Turkey-backed Syrian National Army. The Pentagon said the terrorist caused the explosion 
killing himself and family members.
"We've taken note of the announcement by the US president of the death of Abu Ibrahim 
al-Qurayshi, the leader of Daesh [IS]. We note with concern reports of civilian casualties," Haq 
said. "In the case of trying to determine responsibility..., it would be important to have an 
investigation."
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US Claims Russia Plans to Use Fake Attack Video as Pretext for Ukraine Invasion - Reports 
WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States has acquired intelligence that Russia 
is planning to use a fabricated video of a Ukrainian military attack as a pretext for an invasion, 
The New York Times reported on Thursday citing senior Biden administration officials.
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The fabrication involves staging an attack by the Ukrainian military either on Russian territory or 
against the Russian-speaking population in eastern Ukraine, the report said.
Russia was going to use this video to accuse Ukraine of genocide against Russian speakers 
and in this way justify an invasion or an invitation for one on behalf of separatist leaders in the 
Donbas region, the report said citing the unnamed officials.
The officials also said the obtained video contained graphic images of the bloody aftermath of 
an explosion, including destroyed locations, faked Ukrainian military hardware, Turkish drones 
and even actors playing as Russia-speaking mourners.
The officials expressed hope to sink Russia’s alleged plans to find a pretext for an invasion of 
Ukraine by making them public, the report said.
At the same time, the officials refused to provide any direct evidence of the plan or name any 
Russian intelligence officials responsible for its planning, the report added.
The situation around Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States and its allies accused Russia of preparing to invade its neighbor. Russia has repeatedly 
denied having plans to attack any country, but said it reserves the right to move troops inside its 
sovereign territory as it sees fit. Russia has also warned that NATO's plans to expand further 
eastward, including in Ukraine, represent a threat to its national security.
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White House Says Russia-Belarus Military Cooperation ‘Escalatory’Action

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Joint military exercises and cooperation between 
Russian and Belarusian forces constitute an escalatory action that will impact NATO’s response 
in Eastern Europe, White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki said on Thursday.
"Clearly this is an escalatory, not a de-escalatory action, and certainly we look at these 
developments as we make assessments about how to support and work with our other NATO 
partners in the region," Psaki said during a press gaggle when asked about ongoing joint 
military exercises between Russia and Belarus.
US Ambassador to the U N Linda Thomas-Greenfield raised concerns about the matter at the 
forum earlier this week. Psaki said. Russia currently has nearly 5,000 troops in Belarus with 
plans to expand that presence to over 30,000, Thomas-Greenfield said on Monday.
Russia and Belarus will hold more than 20 joint military exercises in 2022, Russian Defense 
Minister Sergei Shoigu said on Thursday.
On Wednesday, the Defense Department announced the deployment of additional US forces to 
Poland, Germany, and Romania in the next several days. US officials said the deployment of an 
additional 3,000 troops is designed to reinforce NATO's eastern flank amid the Ukraine crisis. 
The situation around Ukraine has evolved in recent months after NATO and Ukraine accused 
Russia of building up troops near the Ukrainian border as preparation for an alleged invasion. 
Russia has consistently denied any plans to invade Ukraine, saying it has the right to move 
troops inside its territory and respond to what it considers threats to its national security, such as 
a growing NATO presence in Eastern Europe.
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Six US Senators Seek to End Future Military Exercises With China - Statement

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Six US senators have introduced legislation to prohibit 
the US Defense Department from participating in any future joint military exercises with China, 
Senator Marco Rubio said in a press release on Thursday.
"Senators Marco Rubio, Rick Scott, Josh Hawley, Mike Braun, Ted Cruz and Bill Hagerty 
introduced the 'No PLA Loopholes Act'... to close a loophole in existing law in order to limit joint 
military operations and exercises between the United States and the armed wing of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), the PLA,” the release said, referring to the People’s Liberation Army. 
Specifically, the legislation would strike the blanket exception, provided by Section 1201 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2000 that has allowed joint military 
operations and exercises with the PLA for humanitarian and disaster relief, the release said. 
“The genocidal regime in Communist China has a clear track record of undermining the United 
States and could easily use joint training exercises to gather intelligence to use against us. 
Communist China is not our friend or partner, it is our enemy and must be treated as such,” 
Scott said in the release.
The bill would amend existing legislation by specifying that all logistical operations and 
exercises with the PLA should be prohibited, as opposed to just those that are considered 
advanced, according to the release.
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Meta to Lose $200Bln in Market Value, Drags Wall Street Down

NEW YORK CITY, February 3 (Sputnik) - Stocks on Wbll Street sank on Thursday, with the 
parent company of Face book staring at a loss of some $200 billion in market value after its 
shares plunged more than 20% due to investor dismay over the tech giant's earnings.
Trading in Face book parent Meta Platforms was down $78.51, or 24%, to $244.49 per share by 
11:00 a.m. ET (16:00 GMT) after the company fell short of profit expectations in the final quarter 
of 2021. The owner of the social media giant earned $10.29 billion, or $3.67 per share, on a 
revenue of $33.67 billion in the last three months of 2021. Analysts, on average, were expecting 
earnings of $3.85 per share on a revenue of $33.36 billion.
Meta’s share price drop occurred in Wednesday’s after-hours trade, right after it reported its 
fourth-quarter earnings following the close of regular market trading. Meta’s market 
capitalization stood $681.86 billion at Wednesday’s close. If its price drop is not reversed, or 
alleviated at least, by holding Thursday’s close, Face book’s value could plunge by $210 billion.
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\Na\\ Street was also pulled down by Meta, with all three major US equity indices — the Nasdaq 
Composite, the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average — opening in the red and 
deepening losses from there. Nasdaq took the worst hit among the three, falling 2%, as it 
reflected the losses in Face book, one of its main components.
Nasdaq had just steadied in the last two weeks, after four weeks of non-stop losses that wiped 
out more than 10% in a broader market correction triggered by concerns about impending rate 
hikes by the Federal Reserve. The US central bank slashed lending rates to almost zero after 
the outbreak of the coronavirus crisis in March 2020, but says it now has to raise them to control 
inflation ramping at 40-year highs.
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US Sanctions Indonesia-Based Charity Organization for Supporting Terrorism - Treasury

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The US Treasury Department said in a press release on 
Thursday that it has added the Indonesia-based charitable organization \Norid Human Care on 
its sanctions list over their alleged financial support for the designated terrorist group Majelis 
Mujahidin Indonesia.
"Today, the US Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) 
designated \Aforld Human Care, a non-governmental organization established by the 
Indonesia-based designated terrorist group Majelis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI) to provide 
financial support for MMI extremists in Syria under the guise of humanitarian aid,” the release 
said.
The Treasury Department said the \Aforld Human Care’s activities were nothing more than a 
cover to raise funds for the benefit of terrorist elements in Syria linked to al-Qaeda terror group 
(banned in Russia).
In 2016, \Aforld Human Care transferred money to Syria for humanitarian needs but also for the 
purchase of weapons and in support of terrorist fighters in the country, the release said.
US law requires blocking of all properties and interests in property of the designated entity, 
which remain under US control. The sanctions regime also prohibits Americans citizens from 
having transactions with it, the release added.
MMI was established in 2000 and since then claimed responsibility for a May 2012 attack at a 
book presentation of Canadian author Irshad Manji in Indonesia. The organization was 
designated by the US government on June 12, 2017, for having committed or posing a 
significant risk of committing acts of terrorism.
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Fertilizer Plant in North Carolina Burns for Fourth Day - Fire Department
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WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The \Afeaver Fertilizer Plant in North Carolina which 
caught fire on Monday is still on fire, Winston-Salem city authorities said on Thursday.
"The Forsyth County Office of Environmental Assistance and Protection (FCEAP) is continuing 
to monitor the fire which started Monday evening at the fertilizer facility located in the 4400 block 
of North Cherry Street in northern Winston-Salem. A smoke plume from the fire will continue to 
impact local air quality until the fire is extinguished," the statement said.
Meanwhile, V\feke Forest University canceled classes for the rest of the week.
"Ws received additional information from students and families regarding the scope and degree 
of challenges faced by those displaced. This understanding has informed a decision by 
academic leadership to cancel classes on the Reynolda Campus, Wake Downtown and 
Brookstown for the remainder of the week - Thursday, Feb. 3, and Friday, Feb. 4. Classes at 
Wake Forest's other locations will continue to operate normally," the university said.
The authorities said on Tuesday that the evacuation area has almost 6,500 residents or 2,497 
households. The evacuation is necessary since the fumes from the fire are hazardous, the 
authorities warned, adding that there is the potential of a huge ammonia nitrate explosion.
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US Senator Romney Says United States Not Going to Wbr in Europe Over Ukraine Situation

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Senator Mitt Romney said on Thursday that the 
United States is not going to war in Europe over the Ukraine crisis.
"Well we’re not going to go into war on the continent of Europe, that's not in the cards," Romney 
said when asked for his reaction to President Joe Biden's decision to move 3,000 additional US 
troops into Eastern Europe.
Romney said the deployment of 3,000 US troops into Eastern Europe does not mean the United 
States is preparing for a conflict, instead it signals its commitment to NATO allies in Europe.
On Wednesday, the Defense Department announced the deployment of additional US forces to 
Poland, Germany, and Romania in the next several days. US officials said the deployment is 
designed to reinforce NATO's eastern flank amid the Ukraine crisis.
The situation regarding Ukraine has worsened over the past several months after the United 
States accused Russia of a troop build-up near the border with Ukraine and of allegedly 
preparing for an invasion. Moscow has denied the accusations, pointing to NATO's military 
activity near Russian borders, which it deems a threat to its national security.
Moscow has also said Russia has the right to move troops within its sovereign territory and that 
it is not threatening anyone nor it plans to attack any country.
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UN on Germany’s RT DE Ban: All Countries Should Allow for Free Dissemination of Media
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UNITED NATIONS, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United Nations has no comments on Germany 
banning Russia's RT from broadcasting its German-language channel, but wants to see all 
countries allow for media to operate freely, spokesman Farhan Haq told Sputnik on Thursday. 
"I’m not aware of what the relevant laws are, so I have no specific comment. In general, we 
want all countries to allow for the free dissemination of media," Haq said.
On Tuesday, German media regulator MABB officially banned RT DE from broadcasting in 
Germany, saying that the broadcaster did not have the necessary permission. RT DE said it will 
appeal the decision in court.
Moscow has described the ban as an infringement on freedom of speech. On Thursday, Russia 
said that it is closing the local Deutsche Welle bureau and canceling the accreditations of all of 
its employees in a retaliatory move.
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US Border Authorities Say Will Help Provide Security for Super Bowl LVI Game in California

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) will help 
provide security for the upcoming Super Bowl LVI game at SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, 
California, on February 13, CBP said on Thursday.
"Right now, we’re tying up all the loose ends and ensuring complete preparation,” Chief Patrol 
Agent Aaron Heitke said in a post on the CPB website. “Together, alongside our fellow law 
enforcement professionals, our job is to ensure this historic event is safe and secure for the 
whole world to enjoy.”
CBP will be engaged in several different aspects of event security, including aerial surveillance, 
vehicle inspections, counterfeit merchandise enforcement, and stadium safety, the post said. 
CBP will coordinate their efforts with other law enforcement agencies including the US Secret 
Service, California Highway Patrol and Inglewood Police Department, the post added.
The Cincinnati Bengals will face off against the Los Angeles Rams to determine this season’s 
National Football League champions on February 13 - the latest date a Super Bowl has ever 
been held due to the NFL’s expanded 17-game, 18-week schedule.
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US Diplomat Warns Belarus of ‘Consequences’ for Possible Role in Ukraine Invasion

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US Assistant Secretary Karen Donfried has warned 
Belarus that there would be “consequences” for the country if it decides to take part in Russia's 
alleged plans to invade Ukraine, the US State Department said on Thursday.
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"Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs Karen Donfried spoke with 
Belarusian Foreign Minister Vladimir Makei today about the concerning buildup of Russian 
troops in Belarus and the continued human rights abuses by the Lukashenka regime,” the State 
Department said via Twitter. “Assistant Secretary Donfried also emphasized that Belarus would 
face commensurate consequences as Russia if it were part of a plan to further invade Ukraine.”
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Eliminated IS Leader Was Responsible for Prison Attack in Northeast Syria - Biden

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden said on Thursday that the 
eliminated Islamic State (IS, terrorist group, banned in Russia) leader, Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi 
al-Qurayshi, was responsible for the recent attack on a prison in northeast Syria.
“He was responsible for the recent brutal attack on a prison in northeast Syria, holding ISIS 
fighters, which was swiftly addressed by our brave partners in the Syrian Democratic Forces,” 
Biden said.
Earlier in the day, Biden announced that the US eliminated al-Qurayshi in a military operation in 
northwestern Syria last night. Biden added that all Americans have returned safely from the 
operation.
In mid-January, about 200 terrorists affiliated with the IS escaped in an attack on a prison 
controlled by the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the Syrian city of Al-Hasakah. 
The IS attacked the facility in order to free imprisoned fighters. Over 170 terrorists were 
eliminated and 27 SDF soldiers were killed in the operation.
The Syrian Military Prosecutor's office said that the events in Al-Hasakah are the result of the 
US project of maintaining control over northeastern Syria. According to the Syrian authorities, 
the international coalition led by the United States allowed IS terrorists to carry out the attack on 
the prison in order to show that the terrorist threat still exists in the region and thereby justify 
Washington's illegal presence in the country.
The armed conflict in Syria has been going on since 2011 with Syrian President Bashar Assad's 
forces fighting different insurgent groups. In late 2017, the IS was declared defeated in Syria 
and Iraq, but counterterrorism operations are still underway.
Washington backs the Kurdish armed formations located in the country despite protests from 
the Syrian government. The US military currently controls parts of the provinces of Al-Hasakah, 
Raqqa, Aleppo and Deir Ez-Zor, where the largest Syrian oil and gas fields are located. 
Damascus does not recognize the so-called autonomous administration of northern and eastern 
Syria and calls the presence of the US military on its territory an occupation and state piracy 
with the aim of outright theft of oil.
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US Launches First-Ever Cyber Safety Review Board - Homeland Security Dept.

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The US government has created a new Cyber Safety 
Review Board (CSRB) to ensure cybersecurity resilience across the entire federal workforce, 
the Department of Homeland security (DHS) announced in a press release on Thursday.
"Today, the DHS announced the establishment of the CSRB, as directed in President [Joe] 
Biden’s Executive Order 14028 on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity," the release said.
The CSRB is an unprecedented public-private initiative that will bring together government and 
industry leaders to elevate our nation’s cybersecurity, the release said.
"The Biden-Harris administration has taken bold steps to meaningfully improve our 
cybersecurity resilience... I look forward to reviewing the board’s recommendations regarding 
how we can better protect communities across our country," Homeland Security Secretary 
Alejandro Mayorkas said.
The CSRB will review and assess significant cybersecurity events so that US government, 
industry and security agencies can better protect national networks and infrastructure, the 
release said.
Its first review will focus on vulnerabilities discovered in late 2021 in the widely used log4j 
software library, the release added.
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US Official Says Syria Raid to Eliminate IS Leader Wbs Months in Planning

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - The United States had been planning a military 
operation to eliminate the leader of the Islamic State terrorist group (banned in Russia), Abu 
Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, for several months, a senior US administration official told 
reporters on Thursday.
Earlier in the day, President Joe Biden announced that the US eliminated al-Qurayshi in a 
military operation in northwestern Syria last night.
"This operation has been months in planning. The President was first briefed on the operation in 
depth over month ago by the operational commanders, and after we learned that [al-Qurayshi] 
was definitely in this site," the official told a press briefing.
The US national security team updated Biden regularly on the planning details of this operation, 
including at a briefing in the Oval office earlier this week, they added.
"He gave us a final 'go' on this operation on Tuesday morning," the official noted.
The president was monitoring the developments in real time in the White House Situation Room 
on Wednesday. He received reports from Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin and other military 
commanders, the official added.
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IS Leader Killed Family With Bomb During US Raid in Syria - Senior US Official

WASHINGTON, February 3 (Sputnik) - Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi, the leader of the 
Islamic State terrorist group (banned in Russia), killed his family with a bomb during a US-led 
anti-terrorist operation which targeted him in Syria, a senior US administration official told 
journalists on Thursday.
"In a final act of cowardice and disregard for human life al-Hashimi al-Qurayshi detonated a 
blast... a significant blast killing himself and several others, including his wife and children," the 
official told a briefing.
Earlier in the day, President Joe Biden announced that the US military eliminated al-Qurayshi in 
a military operation in northwestern Syria. Biden added that all Americans have returned safely 
from the operation.
Al-Qurayshi was living on the third floor of the building, while other innocent people were living 
on the first floor, the official said, adding that al-Qurayshi "used innocent people as shields." 
During the operation, eight children were evacuated safely. All deaths were attributed to the 
terrorist's bomb blast, the official stressed, adding that the exact number of deaths is unknown. 
"They chose to detonate explosive that resulted in the deaths of their relatives," the official said. 
Al-Qurayshi is thought to be behind the forces which conducted genocide against the Yazidi 
population of Syria, the official added.
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